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MicroMegas Design
For the summer REU program, I worked with Dr. Tan Ahn’s Active Target group on two
projects, I worked on designing MicroMegas detector pad layouts and on simulating TwinSol
runs using LISE++ to evaluate their efficiency. Both of these projects were designed to assist
the group’s experiments in determining nuclear structure.
The goal of our group is to carry out experiments to determine the nature of nuclear
structures and the stability of these structures. In order to carry out these experiments we will
use a Time Projection Chamber. In our experimental setup, the chamber will contain a gaseous
target with a uniform electric field applied over the whole chamber by a tower of rings enclosing
the tower with a constant voltage drop across each each ring (Electric Field~ 600 V/cm1). At the
bottom of the chamber will be a mesh, below which is a much stronger electric field (Electric
Field ~ 43,000 V/cm 1 ), at the bottom of this field is the MicroMegas detector. In order to create
the radioactive ion beam which we will fire into the chamber we start by accelerating a beam of
stable ions. By directing this stable beam into a carefully selected “primary target” we can
create a second beam of radioactive ions. This beam of radioactive ions will be directed into our
time projection chamber where it will encounter the gaseous target. The reaction between the
radioactive beam and the gaseous target is the reaction that we are interested in. Within the
chamber, the ions will collide with the atoms of the gaseous target. These collisions will knock
electrons off of the atoms of the gas, creating free electrons in the chamber which are then
accelerated towards the bottom of the chamber by the uniform electric field. These electrons go
through the mesh and accelerate to the point where they knock electrons off of the atoms below
the mesh each electron knocking off more. This cascade of electrons settles on a pattern of
copper electrically charged plates called “pads”, on top of the MicroMegas detector. These pads
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Design and Construction of Large Size Micromegas Chambers for the Upgrade of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer. Phillip
Lösell, Ralph Müller
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will send the electrical signal from the electron pulse through a via (a conductive path between
the layers of the MicroMegas) to another layer of the Micromegas. This layer will have traces
connect to a set of feedthroughs that transmit the signal to the computer. Using this X-Y position
of the electron pulses on the plane, we can see the X-Y position in the chamber where the
reactions occurred. The Z component of the reactions location can be determined using the time
the electrons took to impact the detector. Using the location of the reaction can tell us about
what kind of nuclear structures are prevalent in our target and their stability and lifetimes.
Nuclear structure data we learn from these experiments will be applied to learn more about the
causes for different nuclear structures.
My work on the MicroMegas was focused on designing the patterns of the copper pads
on the top layer of the detector. The designs of the pads are very important to our experiments
because they determine the amount of data we can gather and the precision of that data. The
relevant characteristics of the pad design are size, shape, and location. If we use a smaller pad,
we will have more precise location data for each electron pulse however we must keep our pads
large enough that the via connecting the pad to the layers inside the board does not occupy a
substantial space on the board. The shape of the pad determines how closely we can fit the
pads together, hoping to minimize the dead space between each pad so that there is a
minimum of wasted data. However another interesting factor involved in shape is the relative
area of a given pad to its nearest neighbor. If there is a larger surface area on one pad than an
adjacent one we will get a stronger reading for the pulse on the larger pad, this allows us to
narrow down more precisely where on the pads the pulse occurred. The last relevant
characteristic of the pads is the location. If we can tessellate the pads effectively we can fit
many of them into the area of the board we expect to be detecting the majority of the pulses.
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The designs I have worked on this summer have been focused on two designs mostly,
making a design focused around hexagonal pads, and fine tuning and submitting a design of
interlocking triangular pads created by a previous group member for fabrication. Both pad plane
designs are pictured below.
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Presented are larger images of both designs followed by close up shots in order to better see
the pad design. The first design is centered around a central “honeycomb” of hexagonal pads,
these are surrounded by concentric rings, actually made up of 8 arcs each. The obvious
benefits to this design are its lack of dead space, easy symmetry, and the rings around the
outside allow us to get a better look at where exactly an electron avalanche triggered the pad.
However the drawbacks to this design are the complexity of the pad plane, leading to high
fabrication costs and a necessary large size in order to fit the networks for each pads
connection. In addition because each pad network has to be connected separately and each
one has to be connected manually, the amount of time to produce this board is significantly
longer than our other design. The second design is a square made up of interlocking triangular
pads (similar to a backgammon board). This design allows for a large number of pads in a small
space, and the triangular pads allow us to find more detailed position data. This is due to the
fact that any electrons landing on two adjacent pads are landing on different surface areas,
allowing us to further refine our position data. The drawbacks to this design are that each pad is
10 cm long (x axis length). While the triangles help us negate the effects, it can still be difficult to
pinpoint where the electron avalanche contacted the pad.
Using LISE++ to simulate spectrometry events in TwinSol allows our group to make
informed decisions about which reactions are viable in that we can derive a significant amount
of data events from them to carry out an experiment. With the help of Dr. Jim Kolata I have
simulated a number of different runs on TwinSol to determine, among other things, our ability to
purify a beam generated by TwinSol of undesirable elements without losing too much of our
desired beam. One run that I simulated with the help of Dr. Kolata was the reaction of Li 8 with
a Beryllium target or with a Deuterium target, both in order to produce a beam of Li-9. We
started with the basic TwinSol setup, then by varying certain parameters we were able to
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determine which reaction we preferred. Using the Be target to produce our beam, we were able
to minimize the transmission of other impurities. By adding an additional stripper foil to the
crossover point between the TwinSol solenoids allowed us to further purify the beam including
the additional choice to make on the thickness of the foil. Improving my LISE++ abilities will
allow me to manipulate the parameters of an experimental simulation to determine its potential
usefulness.
My summer of research has been very productive and very enriching towards my goal of
becoming a research scientist. I have done good work on designing the new MicroMegas we
will use in our next generation of experiments in the TPC and I have edited and ordered the first
MicroMegas we will use in our experiments. My immediate plan for the future is to hopefully join
my group in carrying out live runs when the school year begins again. I hope that my research
skills will continue to improve and I can keep contributing to the body of scientific knowledge.
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1

Introduction

The study of neutron-rich nuclei near neutron number N=126 nuclei is of great importance for better
understanding the astrophysical rapid neutron capture process. Unfortunately, the production of
those rare radioactive nuclei is very challenging. A new and unique facility located at Argonne
National Laboratory will aim at producing these exclusive nuclei. Unfortunately, these exotic nuclei
also come with a large amount of contaminant species. Hence, a separator is needed to get rid of
that contamination and provide clean radioactive ion beams (RIB) to the experiments. MultipleReﬂection Time-of-Flight Mass-Spectrometer (MR-TOF-MS) are suitable as they have a high enough
resolving power to separate isobars with a short life time.
We have developed a MR-TOF-MS at the University of Notre Dame to be used at the future
N=126 beam factory of ANL. This MR-TOF-MS is now under oﬀ-line commissioning in order to
optimize its resolving power and eﬃciency.
During the oﬀ-line commissioning, we found that a large fraction of the beam was being lost due
to a poor injection. However, we found that adding a new steerer that can also act as an Einzel
lens may help to adjust the injection optics and solve the problem. Simulations using SIMION was
carried out to study the inﬂuence of the new steerer and conﬁrm its need.

2

Motivation of building a MR-TOF-MS

The rapid neutron capture process (r-process) refers to a series of reactions responsible for the creation
of approximately half of the atomic nuclei heavier than iron. In this process, heavy seed nuclei capture
neutrons more rapidly than the time scale of the radioactive beta decay. The r-process pushes the
nucleosynthesis far from stability into uncharted regions. The astrophysical location of this process,
which includes supernova and neutron star mergers as likely candidates, is the subject of ongoing
debate. Since few measurements have been done along the r-process, the study of it is necessary.
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According to recent sensitivity studies, some particular nuclei and properties are more inﬂuential
than others for the r-process. Among these properties, atomic mass have shown to be the most
critical impact. Nuclei around the closed neutron shell N=82 and N=126 have high impact on the
ﬁnal abundances produced by the r-process. Unfortunately nuclei responsible for creating the N=126
peak are hard to access. However, multi-nucleon transfer reactions have shown to be a viable means of
reaching the N=126 region, and Argonne National Laboratory is going to build facility that will make
use of these reactions, enabling the study of N=126 nuclei. The ﬁrst experiment at beam factory
will be high-precise mass measurement. Such measurement requires particularly pure radioactive
beams.To this end, we have built a multi-reﬂection time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometer(MR-TOF-MS)
that will ﬁlter out isobaric contaminants.

3

A brief introduction of TOF-MS

Time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometers have been widely used in many ﬁelds of mass spectrometry. Its
advantages is the large mass range, sensitive operation and the ability to record mass spectra on an
extremely short time scale. Apart from these, for a given mass resolution, a very high mass accuracy
can be obtained. The resolving power of certain TOF-MS can be high enough to resolve most shortlived isobaric nuclei, even if they diﬀer signiﬁcantly in abundance. Apart from being a spectrometer,
another motivation for the development of TOF-MS is its application as an isobar separator. [1]
Multiple-Reﬂection TOF-MS, which have the ion bounce back-and-forth along the length of the
device is an elegant method to shorten the length of the device and allows to extend the time of ﬂight
almost arbitrarily. However, one potential problem happening after many turns in the analyzer is
the spread of the diﬀerent ion species bunches due to the energy spread. This could limit the range
of the number of turns and the resolving power that can be achieved. However, this eﬀect can be
minimized with proper tuning of the mirror potentials. Such optimization was the goal of the work
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presented here.

4

The oﬀ-line set-up

The key points to consider in the operation of a MR-TOF-MS are the proper capture, reﬂection and
extraction of the ion bunches. The principle consists of using two sets of electrostatic ion mirrors to
reﬂect the ion bunches back and forth in the device, realizing a folded ﬂight path. To separate ions
of diﬀerent mass, many round trips are needed. The capture and extraction can be accomplished
either by switching the potential of the mirror electrodes, or the potential of the drift tube. Since the
stability of the mirror electrodesthe voltage is very important for the performance of a MR-TOF-MS,
we chose to switch the drift tube. [2, 3]
Finally, the mass of interest, separated and extracted from the MR-TOF is selected using a
Bradbury-Nielsen gate (BNG). A BNG comprises two sets of parallel wires which have the same
voltage on but diﬀerent polarity. When the gate is activated, ions would be scattered, while the
beam is allowed to pass when it is grounded. As is shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1: The principle of MR-TOF and the BNG

The set-up for the oﬀ-line commissioning (see Fig.2) consists of an ion source to produce the ion
pulse, an Anode to pull the ions from the ion source, and a BNG to create ion pulses out of the
continue beam. The MR-TOF includes ﬁve pairs of electrostatic ion mirrors, a pair of electrostatic
lens and a drift tube. It reﬂects the ions back and forth to get it travel long enough to be separated.
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The set-up also includes 2 Einzel lenses, one before and one after the MR-TOF, to help focus the
beam like optical lenses. There is also a set of steerers to adjust the direction of the beam before
it enters the MR-TOF. The ﬁrst piece of diagnosis are Faraday cups used to tune large continuous
beam current of several PA. The second piece of diagnosis are MCPs(Micro-channel plate) that allow
to perform single-ion counting on the ion bunches. The MCPs after the MR-TOF was the main
detector used for the measurements we performed.

Figure 2: The current set-up for oﬀ-line MR-TOF-MS

5

MR-TOF-MS optimization procedure

The good performance of a MR-TOF depends on a high resolving power, which is deﬁned as the
following:

R=

t
2Δt

t = t 1 + t0 + t2

(1)

(2)

where t1 is the time of ﬂight from the ion source to the middle of the drift tube in the MR-TOF,
t0 is the time of ﬂight in the MT-TOF, t2 is the time of ﬂight from the MR-TOF to the detector, Δt
is half width of the peak and t is the total time of ﬂight.
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Figure 3: Change in resolving power for 200 andFigure 4: Change in resolving power for 400 round
400 round trips
trips (zoom of Fig.4)
To get a good resolution power, t should be as large as possible and Δt should be as small as
possible, which means that we need to minimize the spread of ions as much as possible. It is easy to
imagine that when we are trying to separate distribution of two diﬀerent species of ions, there would
be a large overlap, that would make it diﬃcult to separate them apart. On the other hand, if the
peaks are narrow enough, we might be able to separate them.
By adjusting of the voltage on the mirrors and lens we can get higher resolving power and better
eﬃciency. Hence, we varied the potential on mirror 1, mirror 2, mirror 3, mirror 4, mirror 5, the lens
and the drift tube in the MR-TOF, we optimize by recording several quantities: the largest number
of ions of the peak, Nmax , the full width half maximum of the peak,Δt, and the total number of ions
in the peak, N . We vary the voltages to ﬁnd the one with the largest Nmax or the smallest Δt and
record it as the optimal setting.
First, we optimized the MR-TOF for 200 round trips. Then with that setting, we varied the
number of round trips from 100 to 360 and saw a rapid drop in resolving power as one depart from
200 round trips. The same was observed when we tuned to 400 round trips. (See Fig.4 and Fig.5)
Only the eﬀect was more dramatic. These could correspond to diﬀerent time focus points.
Then we optimized the drift tube voltage for 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500 round trips in order
to get the correct time focus for these number of round trips.
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These optimization resulted in a nearly round trip independent resolving power of between 50000
and 60,000, as is shown in Fig.6.

Figure 5: Resolving power against number of round trips

Eﬃciency is another important aspect. We deﬁned it as the number of ions ﬂying through the
MR-TOF if we are not in capture mode. Fig.3 shows eﬃciency vs the time of ﬂight in MR-TOF.
As it’s shown, the eﬃciency decreases rapidly with increasing of time of ﬂight, which means we are
losing beams in the process of reﬂection.

Figure 6: Change in eﬃciency against time-of-ﬂight

Due to the rapid drop in eﬃciency with number of round trips, we decided to investigate if we
could improve the injection of the beam in the MR-TOF.
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6

Simulation on a 3D model of the oﬀ-line test set-up

6.1

Adding a new steeter

The measurements in the previous section indicate potentially that a lot of ions were being lost
before they even enter the MR-TOF. We investigated that by checking the number of ions hitting
the Einzel lens (see Fig.2) at the entrance and the number of ions hitting the ﬁrst Faraday cup (see
Fig.2), checking the eﬃciency of transportation from the Einzel lens to the position of Faraday cup.
The current hitting the Einzel lens and the current hitting the ﬁrst Faraday cup are recorded. As is
shown in Fig.7 , the ratio of current from the ﬁrst Faraday cup to the current hitting the Einzel lens
is quite low, which means lots of ions are lost before the MR-TOF.

Figure 7: The current ratio of current from the ﬁrst Faraday cup to the current from the Einzel lens
at the entrance
Hence, to see how things can be improved, we created a cylindrical symmetry model of the system
to simulate the trajectory. We found the ratio of the ions hitting the Einzel lens in this simulation
to be much higher than reality. After tilting the direction of the injection of ions, the ratio become
much more close to the reality. (see Fig.8) This implies that the lost of the beams may due to the
beam coming at an angle. Hence, we decide to add a new steerer after the BNG and before the ﬁrst
Einzel lens to steer the beam in the right direction.
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Figure 8: The ration in reality, before tilting in simulation and tilt 30 degrees in simulation

6.2

The building of a 3D model and simulations

To simulate the deﬂection of the beam by the BNG to create an ion bunch, a 3D model was built
using SIMION. Due to the limitation of disk space, the model had to be divided into two parts: the
ﬁrst part was from the ion source to the BNG, using a planar symmetry and the second part include
the whole equipment, from the ion source to the last MCP detector, using a cylindrical symmetry.
When running the simulation, we begin to ﬂy ions from the ion source in the ﬁrst part, and record
all the information of the ions after the BNG. Then we ﬂew these ions in the second part, starting
at the position where the information was recorded in the ﬁrst part.

Figure 9: The set-up for oﬀ-line MR-TOF-MS with a new steerer

As is shown in Fig.9. We also added a new steerer after the BNG. Fig.10 shows the BNG used in
the simulation.
For the simulation, we ﬁrst varied the voltage of the new steerer (making it act like an Einzel
lens) and the BNG. The optimal voltage for the new steerer to achieve optimal transmission through
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Figure 10: The design of BNG in 3D model
the ﬁrst Einzel lens was found to be 3000V. This optimal voltage was found by recording the position
of the farthest ion radially at the entrance of MR-TOF to determine when the radius of the beam
gets minimized.
Secondly, we varied the potential on the new steerer and the ﬁrst Einzel lens sequentially in two
dimentional scan while recording the number of ions arriving at the very end. The optimal voltage
of 2300V for the new steerer and 1350V for the Einzel lens were found. After this, we varied the
voltage for the original steerer and determined the optimal voltage of 750V. Then, to optimize the
transport across the MR-TOF, we varied the potential of the ﬁrst mirror from the entrance and the
MR-TOF lens electrode ﬁnding 3500V and -5000V respectively as optimal potentials. Finally, we
varied the anode and new steerer again and found the optimal voltage for the new steerer of 2100V
and of 4400 for the anode.
After the optimization, the eﬃciency from the ion source to the last MCP above 70% was obtained.
Before adding the new steerer, the current ratio of current from the ﬁrst Faraday cup to the current
from the Einzel lens at the entrance is less than 20%. The eﬃciency improved quite a lot.

7

Summary and outlook

A multi-reﬂection time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometer has been built and is currently under commissioning at Notre Dame. This report present the ﬁrst phase of oﬀ-line commissioning. The process
of optimizing the voltages of diﬀerent parts of the MR-TOF-MS was described. Resolving power
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reaching 60,000 have been seen. However, poor eﬃciency of 2% after 200 round trips are also observed. This led to a series of simulations that showed the need for one more steerer to improve the
situation. Next the new steerer would be added to the MR-TOF-MS to get better resolving power
and eﬃciency performance of the MR-TOF-MS. Then the commissioning will continue until adequate
resolving power and eﬃciency are obtained.
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Abstract
The Flint lead crisis in 2014 gained national attention when it was found that approximately ﬁve percent of children
had elevated blood lead levels (more than 5 micrograms per deciliter of blood) after drinking contaminated water. By
comparison, in one census tract in St. Joseph County, Indiana it was found that 178 out of 568 (31%) of young children
had similarly high levels in 2015. It was suspected that most of this lead came from lead paint or lead in the soils. More
than 80% of South Bend homes were built before before 1978, when leaded paint was phased out of interior house paint
in the United States. Leaded gasoline exhaust in urban areas has made its way into the city soils, and has shown to be a
problem in some urban areas. Leaded gasoline was phased out of the US between 1976 and 1996. Since there is currently
a national shortage of funding to study the environmental sources of lead exposure, Notre Dame has assembled a lead
study group to investigate local homes and vacant lots for sources of lead to help address this public health issue. The
team collected dozens of samples of soil, paint chips, and house dust from six houses and four vacant lots this summer.
Testing methods such as Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) are very accurate for
lead, but they are very time-consuming and destructive, taking several hours to complete only a few samples. X-Ray
Fluorescence (XRF) is a spectroscopic method that can measure a sample for lead in under a minute. Our part of the
project was to compare dust, paint, and soil samples measured by both the ICP and XRF to assess the accuracy of the
spectroscopic method. The discrepancies were found to be minimal with our methods and it is a reliable way to identify
areas of concern in homes with children at risk of lead poisoning. A method to provide expanding lead testing services to
a broader community can be proposed based on this initial survey and some observed sources of lead exposure in South
Bend will be reported.

1
1.1

Introduction
History

The ﬁrst modern plumbing system was developed by the Romans over 2000 years ago. The word itself originates from
the Latin for lead (plumbum) and its piping contained signiﬁcant amounts of lead, a fact that many historians believe
contributed to the fall of the Roman Empire. Lead has a long history of causing health problems, including outbreaks
of gout and colic, but the ﬁrst oﬃcially reported case of childhood lead poisoning was in 1892 in Brisbane, Australia.
That country went on to ban lead in house paint by 1914, but the United States did not do the same until 1978, and did
not ban leaded gasoline until 1980. Although these laws went into eﬀect almost 40 years ago, the eﬀects of this element
persist in many American cities.
A 2016 Reuters article brought to light the fact that over 3000 towns and cities have recorded lead poisoning
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rates in children that were at least double those in Flint in the past few years, South Bend included. Census tract 6 in
particular was reported to show that 31.34% of 568 children under the age of seven tested since 2005 had elevated blood
lead levels (EBBLs) (See ﬁg 1) [1]. This census tract is only two miles from the Notre Dame, so when this was discovered,
a lead aﬃnity group, consisting of faculty and students from the university as well as members of the community, was
formed to help families ﬁnd the sources of exposure to lead.

Figure 1: A map of South Bend, with areas of concern noted [2].

1.2

Eﬀects of Elevated Blood Lead Levels

Lead is a known neurotoxin. Blood lead levels above 3 μg/dL correlate with neurological eﬀects such as poorer motor
skills, attention deﬁcit, cognitive function, as well as increased aggravated assault rates 20 years later (see ﬁgures 2 and
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3) [3]. Low public health funding, particularly in Indiana, where the Department of Health does not intervene until 10
μg/dL (the EPA recommends intervention at 5 μg/dL, which means Indiana checks on only a small fraction of children)
has allowed this issue to linger, and associated societal costs, such as latent crime increases due to lead exposure, will not
disappear until lead, particularly in urban environments, disappears.

Figure 2: Air lead levels and assault rates.

2

Figure 3: Adjusted for the 22 year oﬀset.

Experimental Methods

The Indiana Department of Health has on record a list of children with elevated blood lead levels, and made available
a volunteer opportunity for the parents to work with Notre Dame’s lead aﬃnity group. If the parents accepted, a small
group would meet with the homeowner to gain their consent in writing, and to gather information concerning the home
as well as the children living in it, which included measured blood lead levels, as well as where the children spent most of
their time in the house. Over the course of the summer, three vacant lots and seven homes in South Bend were tested.

2.1

Sample Collection

Four or more people typically completed sample collection: one person to operate the X-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF) instrument
(wearing a personal dosimeter), one to take soil, dust, and water samples (one 250 mL ﬁrst-ﬂush sample where the tap
has not been run within the past 12 hours, and another after the tap has been running for two minutes), as well as
paint chip samples. The other two entered metadata for each sample, such as location, sun exposure, surface type, and
other comments along with a photo, into ArcGIS, a web form ﬁlled out using iPads provided by the Center for Digital
Scholarship (CDS) that stores all necessary data for future analysis.
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The teams focused on play areas, chipping paint areas, air vents (which could potentially circulate leaded dust),
soldered joints (commonly leaded), and locations with visible amounts of dust or dirt. A robust labeling scheme, where each
house was numbered and each sample had a type (S for soil, P for paint, D for dirt, and X for XRF) was used (H05:D02,
for example, is the second dust sample at the ﬁfth house). Dust samples were taken by swiping an individually-wrapped
alcohol wipe over an 12 inch by 12 inch square (or 12 inch by 2 inch rectangle for tight spaces such as windowsills) so
that the concentration of lead can be measured in micrograms per square foot (μg/ft2 ). Gloves were worn and switched
out between location or room to prevent cross-contamination while taking dust, dirt, and paint samples. Soil samples
were taken using a small trowel and placed into conical tubes; the trowel was cleaned using a new alcohol wipe between
samples. It was common to take approximately 50 or more XRF samples, 20 dust samples, and two to ﬁve paint chip
samples. By the end of the summer, a team of four or ﬁve could complete an entire house survey in less than two hours.

2.2

Sample Preparation and Analysis

Once all sample collection was complete, soils were dried in an oven at 125◦ C for two hours, were mixed with 0.05 grams
of cellulose to ensure it would remain solid when compressed to a disk, and homogenized using a Fisher Scientiﬁc Mini
Vortex Mixer in Argos 5 mL microtubes. These samples were then being pressed into 0.5 gram pellets using an MTI
Corporation TLJ-15 pellet press at 2000 psi, and analyzed alongside paint chips using the XRF. The leftover soil samples
and all of the paint samples were passed onto the chemistry group to be run on ICP-OES, along with the water samples,
as the limit of detection for the XRF was in the parts per million range, but the action level for water is in the parts per
billion, which is able to be successfully detected by ICP.

2.3

Home Reports

After analysis was complete, a report containing information for all of the samples along with recommendations for
intervention and safe practices for reducing lead exposure was sent to each household. A sample is considered to be at a
level where action is recommended if it is soil above 400 parts per million (ppm) lead, paint over 5000 μg/g (equivalent to
ppm) lead, water over 15 parts per billion (ppb), dust on the ﬂoor over 40 μg/ft2 , or dust on windowsills over 40 μg/ft2 .
A level of risk was assigned, either low, moderate, or high, based on how much of a threat each sample posed; high traﬃc
areas or chipping paint were considered higher risk than isolated locations or surfaces that were well-maintained [4].
For high risk areas, photo of the area of concern is included with a short write-up with abatement recommendations for the speciﬁc sample. By the end of the summer, once our process was streamlined, this was able to be completed
in one to two weeks.
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3

Data/Measurement Method

One of the main concerns with using an XRF, particularly one not specialized for lead, is that the readings might not be
quantitatively accurate. This can be an issue because if lead is detected above or below the action level, diﬀerent steps
will be recommended than would be recommended by the state. The machine use in this project was supplied by SciAps,
model X100-0054, which is one of their baseline products and is not certiﬁed for lead abatement. Its advantage is that the
unit is signiﬁcantly cheaper than models that are lead certiﬁed, which can be up to three or four times more expensive.
These lead certiﬁed models are the tool of choice for health departments, as they are guaranteed to be accurate. However,
if a cheaper method was found to be eﬀective, the ability to ﬁnd sources of lead can be increased many fold.
The rapid analysis that the XRF delivers makes it an excellent tool for in-home analysis, as a single sample
takes only 30 seconds, with three x-ray beams of ten seconds each at 15, 40, and 50 keV. The X-Ray Tube operates at 40
kV with an Au anode for the default soil matrix, and the detector uses a 20 mm2 standard silicon drift detector (SDD),
digital pulse processor that operates at DPP 125,000 counts per second, and is live more than 90% of the time.
X-ray ﬂuorescence uses a beam of x-rays to excite and eject electrons in an inner shell, which, due to quantum
atomic transitions, have the vacancy ﬁlled by an outer-shell electron that, as it de-excites, releases a photon that has an
energy characteristic to a particular element. Inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry produces ions and
excited atoms that release electromagnetic radiation in a similar manner, which also has a wavelength characteristic of
the source element. ICP, however, is a destructive method, which requires dissolving a sample and exposing it to a ﬂame
at a temperature of 6000 to 10000 K. A radio frequency (RF) generator produces a powerful magnetic ﬁeld using a coil
(27 or 40 MHz) that ionizes argon gas to plasma, which then collides with electrons of the sample to be analyzed, causing
ionization via electron excitation in much the same way XRF operates. This method requires a signiﬁcant amount of
time, requiring several hours to prepare, dissolve, and run a set of samples, compared to the XRF working at 30 seconds
per run [5]. It is also not portable, and results are not instantly available, making it less eﬀective in surveying for sources
of lead than the XRF.

4

Results

For soil samples, the X100 has shown to have an excellent correlation with both NIST SRM standards (R2 = 0.994) as
well as with ICP data for the same soil samples (R2 = 0.897). Compared to ICP and the standards, the XRF provides
an excellent correlation. Because of this, our conﬁdence in our discoveries in soils is very high. While the exact sources
of lead contamination varied from house to house, soil and old paint, which eventually became dust scattered throughout
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homes, were found to universally contain notable amounts of lead. This unit is not calibrated for dust, paint, or metal
samples yet. So these sample results remained mostly qualitative.

Figure 4: XRF correlate well with NIST soil standards

In all houses, lead paint was found to be present. The XRF is a surface analytical technique, but is able to
penetrate several layers of paint. Comparing XRF results to other areas of the house as well as to paint chips taken was
an easy way to determine if the most recent layer of paint was leaded; low concentrations in the surface XRF scan and
high levels in the lower level paint chip would indicate that the surface paint is safe. However, even if the danger was
discovered to be underneath, it was still noted that the wall should be maintained so that the underlying paint is not
released into the air or dust. This also includes renovations or drilling, which would cause almost all of the lead to be
released into the local environment. If the homeowner opts to remove the leaded paint, it is recommended that they chip
it away rather than sand it oﬀ, for the very same reasons. They were urged to contact a licensed lead abatement company.
Leaded soil was also found universally, and was found to be highest in the soils next to the houses typically
(called the drip line around a house). There were also several locations where soils close to streets and alleys were found
to be elevated and this may be correlated with leaded gasoline use. Leaded dust was found in six out of seven homes
tested. Along with paint (which can chip away outdoors when exposed to the elements and add to lead in the soil), soil
and dust were the other major sources of lead exposure in homes. In order to eliminate these threats, recommendations
were made that leaded soil can be covered with new grass, mulch, or stepping stones, and frequent dusting of ﬂoors and
air ventilation units [6, 7].
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Figure 5: XRF and ICP show comparable results for the same samples.

5

Discussion

Dust samples are not solid nor homogenized. The beam area is only 20 mm2 , so it is reasonable to assume that it is
possible to miss the leaded area or to pick up on the air, which may be the cause of slight inaccuracies, but overall the
correlation between ICP and XRF sampling of the same dust wipes is strong.
Penetration depth was also taken into consideration. Contamination across coats of paint was always a concern,
so any time a surface was discovered to be leaded, we took a paint chip from as many layers as possible in order to analyze
each layer individually so that threat level can be easily determined; if a surface test showed a moderate lead level, but
the top layer came back negative and was in good condition, it would be assigned a low threat level.
There was also the possibility for human error. With almost 100 samples for each house, the opportunity to
mislabel or mis-enter information was abundant. This was generally avoided by sampling in pairs, and having data entry
done by a small group of people as soon as possible after sampling.

5.1

Future Work

The XRF provides rapid and reliable results compared with traditional ICP measurements, so our methodology can be
made available to others who have access to the low-cost XRF technology. We plan to work with the city of South Bend
to spread awareness about the lead issue, hoping to start programs such as "Mulch Madness" to encourage people to
mulch their yards at the start of summer, when kids begin to play outside, reducing seasonal exposure to lead soil.
Additionally, a "citizen scientist" program may begin soon, where we make publicly available our methods, so
that people may take samples from their homes and send them in to our laboratory for us to analyze. It takes a lot of time
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to organize and complete a household for sampling, but if homeowners send us samples of concern directly, our process
would be streamlined so that we can run samples from hundreds or thousands of houses in a summer.
At Notre Dame, there is a new course titled Chemistry in Service to the Community taught by Dr. Marya
Lieberman. Students will learn about how lead acts in the body, the epidemiology of lead exposure, medical and regulatory
responses to lead, and the analytical principles and laboratory procedures needed to measure lead in paint, dust, soil, and
water. We will go to homes where a child has been tested with elevated BLL and help the families identify sources of lead
in the home, continuing our work from the summer with additional help.
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Abstract

Evidence is presented for a second transverse wobbling band in

135

Pr, the ﬁrst two-phonon

wobbling band to be observed outside of the A∼160 region of the nuclear chart. The wobbling
nature of the nucleus, a unique indicator of triaxiality, is characterized by the ΔI=1, E2
nature of the linking transitions between the band and its one-phonon counterpart, and its
transverse nature is characterized by a decrease in the wobbling energy as angular momentum
increases. In addition, the analysis of high-statistics data yields more precise measurements
of angular distributions across the level scheme. Throughout the analysis, steps have been
taken to improve methodologies in calibration, background subtraction, and mixing ratio
extraction techniques for future use.

I.

BACKGROUND/THEORY

Atomic nuclei have been observed in most cases to have a spherically symmetric shape
in their ground state. However, at higher spin states, this spherical shape may become
deformed, and for some nuclei, their ground states already take on a deformed shape. Most
nuclear deformations have an oblate or prolate shape, being ﬂattened or stretched at the
poles, respectively, while remaining symmetric and axial in shape. But for a few small
regions in the nuclear chart (e.g. around Z = 72, N = 94 and Z = 60, N = 76), their nuclei
have been observed to have a triaxial shape; i.e., all three axis have diﬀerent lengths [1][2].
Evidence for triaxiality can be found by analyzing the rotational bands of a nucleus. As
an axially asymmetric nucleus rotates, it begins to wobble about its precession path [3]. This
can be interpreted as an alignment of a quasiparticle of high angular momentum within the
nucleus to an axis of the core of the nucleus, causing the total angular momentum to wobble
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FIG. 1. Partial negative parity level scheme developed for 135 Pr. Gamma ray energies are given
in keV, and the spin I and parity π are shown for each level as I π . Transitions denoted with an
asterisk (*) indicate gamma rays not seen prior to the present analysis.

about that axis. A wobbling mode will give rise to a band of energy levels which can be seen
through gamma emission. In some cases, more than one wobbling band has been observed
in the same nucleus, corresponding to an additional degree of freedom characterized by the
quantum number nw . This quantum number takes on non-negative integer values, and it
corresponds to the number of phonons (i.e. vibrational modes) present in the system. The
diﬀerent wobbling bands for 135 Pr can be seen in Fig. 1. The nw =0 band is labelled “Yrast”
(a term for the band whose levels have the lowest energy for a given spin), and the nw =1 and
nw =2 bands are correspondingly labelled as the one-phonon and two-phonon bands, which
display the wobbling nature of

135

Pr and therefore indicate its triaxiality.
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Two observables are used here to quantify the wobbling nature of

135

Pr. The ﬁrst is

the measurement of the wobbling energy, the amount of additional energy in the nucleus
required for higher-mode wobbling to occur at a given spin I. Experimentally, the wobbling
energy for an energy level within a wobbling band can be calculated as follows [2]:

Ewob = E(I, nw ) −

E(I − nw , nw = 0) + E(I + nw , nw = 0)
.
2

(1)

Theoretical models of nuclei initially predicted that the wobbling energy should always
increase as spin increases within a given band. However, when the ﬁrst wobbling bands were
investigated, the experimental wobbling energies gave the opposite trend, decreasing as the
spin increased. This discrepancy has since been explained by Frauendorf and Dönau, who
described how one can distinguish between cases of longitudinal and transverse coupling depending on, respectively, whether the quasiparticle aligns parallel to or perpendicular to the
core’s axis with the largest moment of inertia (the unstable intermediate axis) [4]. Though
alignment parallel to this axis allows the quasiparticle to gyroscopically turn about a more
stable axis, in the case of transverse wobbling, the quasiparticle instead aligns perpendicular to this axis. As more angular momentum is added to a transverse wobbler, rotation
about the intermediate axis becomes favored over a transverse axis at some critical angular
momentum, and thus the wobbling frequency decreases until the wobbling is transferred
over to the longitudinal case. Hence, a decrease in the wobbling energy as spin increases is
indicative of transverse wobbling.
The second observable which is used to quantify the wobbling nature of

135

Pr is the

E2/M 1 mixing ratio, δ. For a transition which contains an admixture of two diﬀerent
multipolarities, the mixing ratio is deﬁned as
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δ=

Iγ (L )
,
Iγ (L)

(2)

where Iγ is the gamma ray intensity of multipole nature L or L = L + 1 for a given
mixed transition [5]. Since radiation with L > 2 does not generally make a signiﬁcant contribution, δ here is given with L = 2 and L = 1, so that it corresponds to the ratio of
electric quadrupole (E2) radiation to magnetic dipole (M 1) radiation. Most of the interband transitions shown in Fig. 1 with ΔI = 1 and πf = πi should predominantly have
an M 1 nature with very small contributions from higher-order radiation; however, linking
transitions between wobbling bands are distinctive in that they are highly mixed, showing
signiﬁcant contributions from E2 radiation. Following directly from Eq. 2, the percentage
of contribution from E2 can be expressed as %E2(/100) =

Iγ (E2)
Iγ (M 1)+Iγ (E2)

=

δ2
,
1+δ 2

so that

wobbling bands can easily be distinguished by their high %E2 (typically much greater than
∼50%). The value of δ can be found by analyzing angular distributions, since the gamma
ray intensity W (θ) should follow

W (θ) ∝ 1 + a2 P2 (cosθ) + a4 P4 (cosθ) + . . . ,

(3)


where Pλ are the Legendre polynomials with coeﬃcients aλ =

 ,L

FλL,L +2δFλL,L +δ 2 FλL
1+δ 2

ρλ for

F -coeﬃcients obtained from Wigner-3j and Wigner-9j symbols and ρ-coeﬃcients obtained
from Clebsch-Gordan coeﬃcients and magnetic substate probabilities Pm (I) [5]. The latter
probabilities cancel out to yield aλ = 0 when λ is odd since substates are assumed to be
aligned (Pm (I) = P−m (I)), hence the exclusion of odd-λ terms in Eq. 3 [6]. Thus, the
parameters a2 and a4 obtained from a ﬁt of W (θ) (higher-order terms are negligible) depend
on Ii , If , L, L , and, most pertinent to this analysis, δ.
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II.

DATA/METHODOLOGY

The data for this analysis were obtained from an experiment conducted with the Gammasphere at Argonne National Laboratory. In the experiment, the levels of interest were
populated through the fusion-evaporation reaction 123 Sb(16 O,4n)135 Pr with a beam energy of
80 MeV. The resulting gamma rays were observed using 83 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors arranged in rings at 17 diﬀerent polar angles. Because of the symmetry of the observed
angular distributions (see Eq. 3), the data were folded into seven rings covering the θ = 0◦
to θ = 90◦ range to decrease statistical uncertainty.
Since each ring has a diﬀerent number of detectors and each detector varies across energies
in its eﬃciency to collect data at a given energy, a calibration was carried out using a

152

Eu

target. In each ring, the ten strongest peaks in the resulting energy spectrum were ﬁtted
to the known energies and intensities of the gamma rays from

152

Eu, and an eﬃciency 

as a function of energy E (in keV) was ﬁtted with the parameters A–G to the formula
E
E
E
E
(ln[])−G = (A + B(ln[ 100
]) + C(ln[ 100
])2 )−G + (D + E(ln[ 1000
]) + F (ln[ 1000
])2 )−G using the

Radware package [7]. Fig. 2 shows the

152

Eu peak intensities and ﬁtted eﬃciency formulae

for the seven folded rings.
To allow for higher precision measurements, spectra were ﬁltered by applying a gate on a
transition energy below the transition of interest, so that the only peaks left in the spectra are
those in coincidence with the gated transition. Because Gammasphere’s detectors observe
with a time window of 120 ns and excited nuclear states have half lives on the order of
picoseconds or less, all gamma rays produced from the cascade from an excited nuclear state
down to the ground state will be observed instantaneously; i.e., in coincidence with one
another [8].
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FIG. 2. Eﬃciency calibration for 7 rings of detectors. Ring numbers labelling each curve correspond
to polar angles of 17.27◦ (1), 34.55◦ (2), 50.07◦ (3), 58.28◦ (4), 69.82◦ (5), 79.95◦ (6), and 90◦ (7).

Care must be taken when gating to subtract background properly, since a gate on an
energy peak will result in a spectrum with background gamma rays in coincidence with
the peak as well as gamma rays in coincidence with the background in the gated energy
window. The former background spectrum which must be subtracted is obtained by ﬁtting
underneath the peaks using a Radware algorithm, and the latter spectrum is simply the
total spectrum scaled by the gated energy peak’s background-to-total ratio [9].

III.

ANALYSIS/RESULTS

To conﬁrm the wobbling nature of the rightmost band in Fig. 1, the angular distributions for the lowest three nw =2 → nw =1 transitions are plotted in the ﬁrst three panels of
Fig. 3. As mentioned in section I, evidence for wobbling in these ΔI=1 transitions comes
from their E2 nature, which can be quantiﬁed using mixing ratios extracted from ﬁts of
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FIG. 3. Relative gamma peak intensities for the nw =2 → nw =1 transitions: 19
→ 17
(top left),
2
2
23 −
21 −
27 −
25 −
→ 2 (top right), 2 → 2 (bottom left); and the signature partner to yrast transition
2
13 −
11 −
→
(bottom right).
2
2

Eq. 3 (the red curves in Fig. 3) to the data. In the case of the Eγ = 450 keV transition,
two mixing ratios with comparable chi-square minima are found, at δ = −1.96 ± 0.03 and
δ = −0.39 ± 0.01, but the latter is rejected based on the trends seen in other transitions
and results from previous investigations of the transition [5]. The resulting mixing ratios
and %E2 admixtures are shown to be in agreement with what is predicted for a wobbling
band. The ﬁrst nw =2 → nw =1 transition has a 79.3±0.5% contribution from E2 radiation,
the second transition has 87.1±1.5% E2 contribution, and the third transition has an even
higher admixture, with 90.6±0.5% E2. To ensure that other interband transitions are of
substantially diﬀerent character when subjected to the same analysis, the angular distribu188

tion for the lowest signature partner to yrast band transition is shown in the bottom right
panel of Fig. 3. As expected, this transition is found to be principally M 1, with less than
2% of an admixture of E2 radiation.
In order to conﬁrm the trans500

verse nature of the two-phonon

nw=1 band
nw=2 band
400

Ewob (keV)

wobbling band, the wobbling energy as deﬁned in Eq. 1 is plotted
in Fig. 4 along with the wobbling

300

200

energy of the one-phonon wobbling
100

17/2

21/2

25/2

29/2

33/2

_

band. The trend for both bands

I (h )

clearly shows a decrease in the

FIG. 4. Wobbling energy as a function of spin for the nw =1
(blue) and nw =2 (red) bands in 135 Pr.

wobbling energy as spin increases,
exactly what is expected for transverse wobbling. As predicted, at high enough spins (around
27 29
– 2 ),
2

the wobbling energy begins to increase as the odd quasiparticle aligns with the lon-

gitudinal axis of the nuclear core.

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The present analysis of the negative parity transitions in 135 Pr has achieved higher statistical precision in measurements of angular distributions and DCO-like ratios than previous
investigations of this nucleus. The nw =1 wobbling band is analyzed with smaller conﬁdence
intervals than previously obtained, and its interband transitions to the yrast band are conﬁrmed to be highly admixed. In addition, the signature partner band is seen with greater
precision, albeit still sparsely populated. Most importantly, with evidence for ΔI=1, E2
nw =2→nw =1 transitions, a second transverse wobbling band is shown conclusively to exist
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in

135

Pr. This conclusion shows that

135

Pr is robust enough to support multiple phonons,

and as this is the ﬁrst observation of multiple-phonon wobbling outside of the A∼160 region
of the nuclear chart, it deﬁnitively conﬁrms that transverse wobbling with nw >1 is not
conﬁned to a single region of the nuclear chart.
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Abstract
Ion beam analysis is a common application of nuclear physics that allows for elemental and
isotopic identification of target materials via light ion beams. One of the best known ion beam
analysis techniques is Particle-Induced Gamma-ray Emission (PIGE) spectroscopy, which can
be used ex vacuo to identify the elements of interest in almost any solid target. The energies of
the gamma-rays emitted by excited nuclei will be unique to each element and depend on its nuclear structure. For the most sensitivity, the accelerated ions should exceed the Coulomb barrier
of the target, but many isotopes are known to be accessible to PIGE even below the Coulomb
barrier. We explore PIGE sensitivity across the periodic table by analyzing measurements made
with 3.4 MeV protons on targets containing elements with Z = 9, 11-17, 19-25, 27-30, 35, 37,
44, 47, 53, 60, 62, 73, and 74. These measurements will be used as a basis for comparison
with higher-energy proton beams available at the University of Notre Dame’s St. Andre accelerator when it comes online this Fall. The beam normalization technique of using atmospheric
argon and its 1459 keV gamma-ray to better estimate the integrated beam on target will also be
discussed.

1

Introduction
Particle-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) and Particle-Induced Gamma-ray Emission (PIGE)

spectroscopy are similar methods of ion beam analysis. PIXE involves using light ions to excite or
eject the electrons in an atom, which will then emit characteristic X-rays when returning to ground
state. This works well over a large range of the periodic table at relatively low bombarding energies,
and allows us to identify individual elements. However, this method is insensitive to isotopic and
chemical information in the target. PIGE is a similar technique, but the ions are used to excite the
nuclei of the target elements, which often requires a higher beam energy. An excited nucleus holds
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muchmore energy than an excited electron, and the deexcitation of the target will emit gamma-rays
instead of X-rays in this process. A typical emitted X-ray detected using PIXE will be 0-30 keV,
while the average emitted gamma-ray detected using PIGE is 110-8000 keV.
Two positively charged nuclei, in this case a nucleus and a proton, will have an electrostatic
potential energy which causes them to repel each other. The strength of this potential depends
on the charge of the target nucleus squared; the higher the charge the greater the repulsion. The
Coulomb barrier is the energy barrier that must be overcome by the nuclei in order to get close
enough for the nuclear forces to interact. As a result, exciting the nuclei of heavier elements can
be a challenge. Despite the added difficulty, PIGE still has value as a method of identification
because of its ability to not only identify elements, but also distinguish between isotopes due to its
interaction with an element’s nucleus.
We have used PIGE to analyze 28 different elements with a 3.4 MeV proton beam produced
by the tandem accelerator at Hope College. To begin, preliminary PIGE results were compared to
those at 2.4, 3.1, and 3.8 MeV from previous experiments done by Räisänen [1] and Kiss [2]. Once
the energy calibration was set, the energies of previously unidentified peaks could be determined.
We then ran a second set of targets, including elements which had not yet been tested at 3.4 MeV.
The relative sensitivity for a wide range of elements was compared to literature values [1-2] and will
be used as a basis for comparison with new PIGE measurements made at higher proton energies of
up to 6 MeV at the Notre Dame St. Andre tandem accelerator.
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2

Methods

2.1

Experimental Setup

Targets were made from between 200 and 500 mg of selected powdered compounds, and pressed
into pellets about 3 mm thick with a diameter of roughly 10 mm using a pellet press (Figure
1a). The pressure applied by the press to form the pellet was 1500 psi, or 1035 N/cm2. For the
compounds which would not hold together well enough to form a pellet, cellulose was added and the
mixture was then homogenized before pressing. When possible, a compound containing the target
element as an oxide was used. This is preferable, because oxygen peaks are not detectable with our
capabilities; the emitted gamma-rays are typically too high energy for our detector, and the few
energies we can detect have counts too low to be noticeable. Without oxygen peaks showing up,
we ensure the visible peaks come either from background or our target element.
Once pressed, the pellets were mounted onto slides, and the slides were inserted into the target
wheel (Figure 1b). The wheel was placed approximately 3 cm away from the detector. We used a
solid-state high purity germanium (HPGe) detector, placed at an angle of approximately 75 degrees
from the beam to maximize detection yield and minimize Doppler broadening.

(b)

(a)
Figure 1: a) Pellet press with all parts separated. b) Target wheel holds mounted targets in line with the beam.
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Each target was irradiated with about 10 nA of protons for 120 seconds, with few exceptions.
Occasionally, target elements were sensitive enough to produce high yields at large rates, and in
order to preserve the detector the run time was shortened. This occurred in B and NaHCO3, which
were both stopped after seven seconds. Ta2O3 was lengthened to 180 seconds due to a previous run
of 120 seconds producing only very small yields. A beam striking only air was also run at 30, 60,
90, 120, and 180 seconds in order to analyze background peaks.

2.2

Analysis

As gamma radiation passes through the detector, pulses of electrons are released that are proportional to the gamma-ray energy. These pulses are converted by an Analog-to-Digital Converter
(ADC) into "channels" recorded in a data acquisition system. The number of channels these energies can be divided up into depends on the resolution of the detector, indicating how well it can
distinguish differences in received signal. The signal is then amplified electronically such that 2048
channels represent gamma-ray energies up to 1745 keV.
After the alloted beam time for each target, the integrated counts per energy channel were
collected. The analysis was done using a program written in Interactive Data Language (IDL),
which allows us to determine both the channel containing the centroid of each peak and the number
of counts in each peak above a linear background subtraction. See Figure 2. The goal is then to
match the given channel values of the centroids to the gamma-ray energies they represent.
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Figure 2: A section of the detector output; counts vs channel. The red bars show the selection of a peak for analysis in IDL. The
centroid of this peak was calculated to be at channel 1182, and corresponds to the Al gamma-ray with an energy of 1014 keV.

Initially, the tables produced by Räisänen [1] and Kiss [2] were used for peak identification.
When the literature failed to identify a recorded peak, an online database containing results from
previous PIGE experiments, the Ion Beam Analysis Nuclear Data Library (IBANDL) [3], was used.
Peaks from the background were also identified by running beams on air. These peaks were created
by argon, aluminum, and positron annihilation. The peaks from argon can be attributed to the
roughly one percent composition of argon in dry air, while peaks from aluminum can be attributed
to scattering from an exit window frame or target frames containing aluminum. These known
background peaks, as well as peaks from a 860 ppm NaF standard, were used for peak calibration.
The following table compares their energies and the corresponding channels:
Source

F

Al

Na

anh

Al

Al

Al

Ar

F

Energy

110

171

440

511

844

1014

1369

1459

1634

Channel

110

182

499

585

980

1183

1603

1713

1915

Creating a scatter plot of the few known gamma-ray energies vs the channels at which they
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appear makes it possible to use the slope and intercept of the resulting trend line to calculate each
channel’s corresponding energy. In Figure 3, the calibration curve is shown. This is a reliable
method of producing accurate energy values, as the R2 value is a near-perfect regression.

Figure 3: Gamma-ray energies in keV are plotted against the channel numbers at which the centroids of the peaks are located. The
trend line shows each channel’s corresponding calculated energy.

3

Results

3.1

Argon Peak for Beam Normalization

It is important to know the average beam current, because a higher current will naturally
produce higher counts given the same amount of beam time. As a result, it is necessary to ensure
counts are higher in some elements due to that element’s sensitivity, and not a more intense beam
current or longer run time. So, for each run both the initial current and the run time were recorded.
These were typically around 10 nA and 120 seconds, respectively. Since the current is constantly
fluctuating, there will usually be an error to the number being read at any given moment when
manually recorded. To get an accurate average, we must allow the computer to do a minute of
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Figure 4: Relationship between counts of argon and charge.

calculation. If this was done every time a target was run, it would take up a significant amount of
our time. To avoid this problem, we note that for all runs of at least 30 seconds, the argon present
in the air produced a 1459 keV peak.
When beam current is multiplied by the run time, it produces a value for beam charge. Plotting
the charge vs the detected argon counts produces a trend line which directly correlates argon counts
to the beam’s charge for that run. See Figure 4. The variance from the trend line some data points
exhibit in Figure 4 can be attributed to the error which results from manually recording the current.
This relationship removes the necessity of recording beam current, saving time as well as increasing
accuracy.

3.2 Sensitivity of Various Elements
Because different amounts of beam time and different beam currents will also affect how many
counts of each gamma-ray energy are detected, a comparison between sensitivity of elements can
only be made accurately if this is properly corrected for. To avoid this problem we consider the
counts seen per charge in units of micro-coulombs. This makes up for any current and run time
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differences because the charge is a product of the current and beam time, which the counts will
then be divided by to produce a value for the "yield" of each gamma-ray energy.
However, this is not yet completely representative, since the percent by mass of the element of
interest in the target also affects the counts detected. Without correcting for this, a comparison
between sensitivities of elements from both our results and those from other papers could not
be made. Once the percent by mass of the element of interest in the target was calculated, the
corresponding counts were adjusted to represent what would have been seen if a 100 percent pure
target had been used.
Recently, another method of using argon peaks has also been developed to allow us to produce
more accurate yields. We first adjust the counts to represent what would be emitted from a pure
target. Then the counts of argon from each run can be normalized to 150, and the counts from all
remaining peaks in each run should be adjusted by the same factor as its corresponding argon peak.
The adjusted counts should then be divided by the value for beam current corresponding to the 150
argon counts. This correlation was shown previously in Figure 4, and the value will be 1.369 μC.
Figure 5 compares the sensitivity of all elements tested after these adjustments have been made.

Figure 5: Sensitivity of elements examined; demonstrated by displaying yields in units of 1000 counts per micro-coulomb for each
element. The counts have been adjusted to represent what would have been seen using a pure target, and the yields account for
differences in beam current and run time.
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In this figure, the elements are listed by increasing Z value. In general, lighter elements are
more sensitive up to nickel. As expected, the elements tested with magic number Z values, Ca and
Ni, are among the least sensitive. Although we did run a target containing aluminum, Al has been
left out due to the increased counts detected from the background. When the beam interacts with
the accelerator, there is no reliable way to determine what percent of these interactions are with
aluminum, so we can’t accurately correct the yields to make up for this.

4

Discussion
We have identified many of the elements most sensitive to PIGE at 3.4 MeV. These include F,

Co, P, Sc, Mn, Ti, V, Cr, Na, and Mg. This suggests that PIGE may be a useful technique in
screening samples for these elements in the future. In a few of the targets, some energy peaks could
not be identified with the literature or online resources. New targets should be made out of these
elements, and they should be run again to see if the same peaks are still present. If they are, it is
less likely to be target contamination and more likely to be target element peaks which have not
yet been identified.

4.1

Future Work

When the new tandem accelerator is brought online at the University of Notre Dame in the fall,
we will be able to produce a 6 MeV proton beam. We will then use similar methods and the same
targets to run tests at a higher energy in an attempt to better analyze heavier elements. The results
should add to the information available about gamma-ray yields found in various elements. This
information can then be added to databases such as IBANDL, in order for future researchers to
compare energy peaks produced by a target of unknown composition against those produced by
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known elements. In addition, the method of using the argon peak for beam normalization will be
put in to practice.
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Abstract
In this study, 1,725 teacher recommendations for high school applicants to the Physics of
Atomic Nuclei program were analyzed for possible gender biases. Text supplied by the
teachers was examined for key terms that previous studies identified as indicators of gender
bias in letters of recommendation for STEM professional and academic positions. This
study compares the qualitative and quantitative assessments in the recommendations for
consistency across gender, especially focused on grindstone and ability terms. Research has
shown that, in the United States, academic fields whose practitioners emphasize aptitude
over hard work have fewer women Ph.D.’s. This is especially true in physics, which both
emphasizes brilliance and has one of the lowest percentages of women Ph.D.’s. This study
aims to investigate whether this discrepancy exists at the high school level, as an invisible
barrier for female students pursuing STEM opportunities. Results indicate that when
comparing applicants who were rated equivalently in the quantitative portion of the
recommendation, female students were more likely to be described with grindstone terms
and male students were more likely to have their natural ability described in a
recommendation. These diIIerences become more significant when looking only at
highest-rated students. These results suggest that gender bias in physics letters of
recommendationsispresent at thehighschoollevel: a timewhenlettersof recommendation
are crucial for college and scholarship applications. Further research should be done to
investigate the prominence of these biases in other high school related contexts.
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Introduction
The underrepresentation of women in science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) is a widely acknowledged issue in the United States, and the underrepresentation
of women in physics is particularly acute. Although it is in the national interest to train
more physicists, “women are underrepresented at all levels of the field” (Sax, Lehman,
Barthelemy, & G., 2016, p.1). This includes high school, where female students are less
likely to take and pass AP exams, and college, where the physics major has one of the
lowest representations of women (Sax et al., 2016).
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether teacher recommendations for the
Physics of Atomic Nuclei summer camp (PAN) exhibit implicit language biases based on
student gender. Significant diIIerences in letter composition that aIIect the perception of
male and female candidates’ hireability have been discovered in applications for diIIerent
STEM professional and academic positions. These diIIerences include the frequency of
gender terms (Trix & Psenka, 2003), communal and agentic descriptions of the candidates
(Madera, Hebl, & Martin, 2009), and the frequency of standout adjectives used (Schmader
& Whitehead, 2007).
Another discrepancy noted by multiple studies is the tendency for male applicants to
be described using terms that highlight their inherent ability or natural brilliance, while
female applicants’ hard work and determination are emphasized (Schmader & Whitehead,
2007). This disparity is especially detrimental to women in physics. Leslie, Cimpian,
Meyer, and Freeland (2015) analyzed the relationship between female representation in
various academic fields in the United States and each field’s emphasis on the importance of
inherent ability as a predictor of success in that field. Physics has the lowest number of
female Ph.D.’s, and the third highest emphasis on brilliance. This implies that candidates
whose letters of recommendation have fewer ability words and more grindstone words are
less likely to be seriously considered for a position in a physics setting because those
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candidates would be viewed as less likely to succeed in physics.
Although high school is a time when letters of recommendation become increasingly
important for college, scholarship, and other applications, no research has been done
investigating whether these biases may aIIect high school students interested in physics.
These biases have the potential to create an invisible barrier for female students’
participation in physics opportunities before they even have a chance to enter physics at
the postsecondary level.
Physics of Atomic Nuclei
PAN is a week long summer camp for high-achieving high school students interested
in advanced nuclear physics. This camp is sponsored by the Joint Institute for Nuclear
Astrophysics - Center for Evolution of the Elements. Two camps are held each summer, one
at the University of Notre Dame and one at Michigan State University. PAN accepts 44
out of 200+ applicants each year and imposes gender parity at each location. This removes
the impact of gender biases since females are only compared to females and males to males.
Method
Recommendations
Part of the PAN application requires recommendations from two diIIerent,
student-selected teachers. Teacherscomplete an on-line form that collects quantitative
information on the student as well as optional qualitative comments (see Appendix A).
The 1,725 recommendations analyzed in this study are aggregated from all 2013-2017
student applications. There are 1,123 male and 602 female recommendations. The
recommendations were de-identified by the Primary Investigator before analysis. The only
personal information retained was student gender. The gender of the recommendation
writer was not noted, as past studies have found it to be insignificant (Moss-Rascuin,
Dovidio, Brescoll, Graham, & Handelsman, 2012).
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Data Collection
A codebook of key words and phrases for each relevant category was compiled based
on previous literature and expanded with new, related terms and phrases (Madera et al.,
2009; Moss-Rascuin et al., 2012; Schmader & Whitehead, 2007; Trix & Psenka, 2003) (see
Appendix B).
Context Fitting
One advantage of this study is that each letter was manually analyzed to ensure that
no keywords were missed or collected in an inappropriate context by algorithms. This also
prevented skipping key terms due to inconsistencies like typos or diIIerent permutations of
phrases. This manual approach provides greater accuracy than the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count algorithm used by Madera et al. (2009) and Schmader and Whitehead (2007)
which can only detect sentiment probabilistically.
Results
There are no statistically significant diIIerences between all male and female students’
letters in gender terms, communal orientation, agentic orientation, or standout adjectives.
When only students who were rated with mostly "exceptional" scores in the quantitative
portion of the application are considered (see Appendix A), more gender disparities can be
seen (see Figure 2). Grindstone terms and ability words show significant gender diIIerences
in the entire set and most highly rated subset of students.
Grindstone Terms
A Mann-Whitney U test revealed a significant diIIerence in the presence of grindstone
terms for female (Md = 1, n = 540) and male (Md = 0, n = 1025) students’ letters of
recommendation, U = 246153, p < .001, r = .11 (see Figure 1). Eleven percent more
female than male students were described with grindstone terms.
These diIIerences are still significant and present to about the same eIIect size when
only the highest level students are considered. A Mann-Whitney U test reveals a significant
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Figure 2 . The percentage of "exceptional"
Figure 1 . A frequency distribution of

applicants’ letters that contain one or more

grindstone terms by gender for all letters.

words of a given category.

diIIerence in the presence of grindstone terms for female (Md = 1, n = 291) and male (Md
= 0, n = 536) students’ letters of recommendation, U = 72325, p = .047, r = .10.
Ability Terms
Conversely, there is no significant diIIerence between the presence of ability words for
the entire population of male and female students’ letters (p = .073). However, when only
the highest level students’ letters are analyzed using a Mann-Whitney U test, there is a
statistically significant diIIerence in the the number of ability terms used in female (Md =
1, n = 291) and male (Md = 1, n = 536) students’ letters, U = 70261, p = .015, r = .08.
This is concerning because quantitatively, teachers have ranked these students to be at
functionally the same ability level and have given them the highest recommendation. Yet
male students’ ability is being highlighted more frequently in more letters. 73% of male
students are described with one or more ability term, compared to only 65% of female
students (See Figure 2). Because these students are rated so highly, they are the most
likely to have the academic skills and motivation to succeed in physics. It is problematic
that the most driven and talented female high school students are the ones aIIected most
prominently by the invisible barrier created by implicit bias in the letters.
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Discussion
The results of this research confirm that significant gender diIIerences are present in
high school letters of recommendations. In some ways, this bias is similar to bias found at
the professional and academic levels in terms of grindstone and ability words, but diIIerent
patterns are seen as well. Unlike the findings in Schmader and Whitehead (2007), the
frequency of standout adjectives was not relevant. In fact, more female than male high
school students had at least one standout adjective in their letter in this study.
Additionally, unlike the findings in Madera et al. (2009) there was no statistically
significant diIIerence between male and female students’ communal or agentic orientation
according to their letters. This could be because the teaching profession relies on both
agentic and communal skills equally, and teachers are therefore more likely to comment on
both those qualities in the recommendations; whereas, in academia, an agentic orientation
is perceived as more important than a communal one (Madera et al., 2009). Schmader and
Whitehead (2007) found no significant gender diIIerence in the frequency of grindstone and
ability words in lettersof recommendation for biochemistry positions, but gender
diIIerences with respect to those terms were significant at the high school level.
The diIIerences in results between the findings of this study and previous studies are
important to note. Recommendation writers should be aware of the impact that their
language choices can have on applications in diIIerence contexts. While grindstone
tendencies may seem like a positive trait in a classroom setting, emphasizing them in a
letter for a STEM opportunity can be detrimental to an applicant’s success.
More research is needed investigating whether biases like the ones found in this study
are present in other high school contexts. Because PAN accepts gender parity and a small
percentage of total applicants, no conclusions can be drawn about whether this language
bias aIIects the selection of candidates for high school physics programs. Additional
research should investigate whether these implicit language biases prevent female
applicants from entering other STEM-gateway opportunities.
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Appendix A
Recommendation Form
1. Please evaluate the student for the following attributes among students you have
taught. (The following questions are multiple choice with the options "Cannot asses,"
"Below average," "Average," "Above average," and "Exceptional")


• Demonstrates strong academic integrity
• Exhibits curiosity by asking questions
• Showsinitiative in seeking answersto questions
• Quickly recognizes and understands conceptual relationships
• Applies concepts to new materials
• Seeks intellectual challenges
• Works well in group settings
• Demonstrates a strong work ethic
• Works well independently
• Generates a large number of ideas or solutions to problems
• Overall quality
2. Overall recommendation (Multiple choice with options "Highest recommendation,"
"Recommended without reservations," "Recommended with reservations (please make
comments below)," and "Not recommended for program (please make comments
below)")
3. Use this space to make any comments that you would like the PAN committee to
know about this applicant. While we do not request letters, you can copy and paste
text here if you have one written.
1In 2013-2015, the multiple choice options were "Top 1%," "Top 5%," "Top 10%," "Top 50%," and "Bottom

50%"
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Appendix B
Codebook
Category

Key Terms

Grindstone

dedicat*, disciplin*, work(s)(ing)(ed) hard, hard work*, perserv*,
careful, methodical, detail*, meticulous, work ethic, thorough, focus, conscientious, responsib*, eIIort, reliab*, organiz*, busy, diligen*, persist*, determin*

Ability

intell*, analytical, skill, ability/abilities, bright*, creativ*, with
ease, skill, talent, innate, natural, easily, capabl*, eIIortless, insight, prowess, analytical, brilliant, insight, smart, capacity, intuitiv*, sharp, gift*, aptitude, innovative, proficient, precocious

Standout Adjectives

excellent, *est, outstanding, exceptional, extremely, super, most,
extraordinar*, stellar, superb, wonderful, tremendous, ideal, phenomenal, unparalleled, remarkable, rare, impeccable, fantastic,
stellar, amazing, unique

Gender

gentleman, lady, man, woman, Mr., Ms., Miss, girl, boy, guy

Communal

kind, caring, polite, cooperative, help*, popular, accepts instruction, accepts feedback, accepts criticism, collaborat*, mentor, interpersonal, social, tutor, works well in groups, personable, wellliked, likable, amiable, tactful, nice, warm, empath*, sympath*,
supportive, approachable

Agentic

leader, achiev*, active, earn*, confident, gain*, initiative, inventive,
inspir*, influen*, aggressive, assert*, contribut*

Table B1
Key terms for each category searched for in letters of recommendation. A ’*’ indicates that
any word containing the partial word should be counted
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Abstract
The importance of accurate mass measurements is evident in quite possibly the most
famous equation in all of physics: E = mc2 . In the realm of nuclear physics, the wellknown method of adding up the protons, neutrons, and electrons falls short of giving the
true mass of the atom, neglecting the binding energy of the nucleus. Thus, further studies
into nuclear structure are warranted, and are especially relevant for nuclear astrophysics in
the study of the r-process. The primary contemporary tool for determining the mass of
an ion with high precision is the Penning trap. This is a very small device that creates a
quadrupole electric ﬁeld that, when coupled with a homogenous magnetic ﬁeld, only allows
motion in the radial plane, causing ions to “orbit” the center of the trap. One of the newest
methods for increasing the precision of a measured mass with the Penning trap is known as
the Phase Imaging technique [1]. Using this technique, the measurement of nuclear masses is
accomplished by measuring the cyclotron frequency of the isotopes circling within the trap.
To determine this frequency, a position-sensitive multichannel plate (MCP) detector is used
to record the relative position of the isotope in the trap as a function of time. Using these
time-dependent position measurements, the center of the trap, the central angles between the
positions of the isotope of interest and a measured reference spot are are used to determine
the cyclotron frequency and, subsequently, the nuclear mass.

1

Introduction
Due to advances in nuclear astrophysics and other related ﬁelds, the investigation of nuclei

has been pushed from the valley of stability further and further towards the nuclear driplines.
Thus, as more measurements of heavy, short-lived nuclei are needed, faster and more improved
measurement techniques are required. Presently, three diﬀerent techniques exist to measure such
short-lived nuclei: Schottky, Isochronous, and Penning trap mass spectrometry. Schottky mass
spectrometry provides accurate measurements of nuclei with half-lives down to 100 s, with an approximate uncertainty of 10keV . Isochronous mass spectrometry provides measurements of nuclei
with half-lives down to 10−6 s, albeit with an uncertainty of around 100keV [2]. Thus, for nuclei
with half-lives less than a second, Penning trap mass spectrometry (PT-MS) becomes the go-to
method for obtaining nuclear mass measurements [3]. Penning traps are small devices that employ
the use of a quadrupole electric ﬁeld and a magnetic ﬁeld, as seen in Fig. 1, to conﬁne an ion’s
movements to exclusively radial motion. The earliest successful Penning trap mass measurement
technique was the Time-of-Flight Ion-Cyclotron-Resonance (TOF-ICR) technique, which, despite
recent advances in its precision, ultimately fall short of the desired mass resolution for masses with
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Figure 1: A model of a Penning trap, where B denotes the magnetic ﬁeld and V is the potential
diﬀerence applied to the electrodes of the trap, which create the quadrupole electric ﬁeld. z0 and
r0 are the spatial dimensions of the trap [4].
half-lives less than 10−1 s [5]. Thus, experimentalists have recently turned to the Phase-Imaging
Ion-Cyclotron-Resonance (PI-ICR) technique, which provides signiﬁcant speed and mass resolution
improvements over the TOF-ICR technique [1]. The PI-ICR technique relies on the determination
of the cyclotron frequency vc , accomplished by a position-sensitive microchannel plate (MCP) detector. The cyclotron frequency itself is a combination of two radial frequency components, the
modiﬁed cyclotron frequency (v+ ), and the magnetron frequency (v− ). The modiﬁed cyclotron
frequency, the standard cyclotron motion of an ion in a magnetic ﬁeld but weakly aﬀected by
the electric ﬁeld, is greatly mass dependent, whereas the magnetron frequency, which is aﬀected
greatly in the radial direction relative to the electric ﬁeld, is weakly mass dependent. Together,
they relate to the cyclotron frequency as follows:

v c = v + + v−

(1)

Subsequently, the cyclotron frequency is related to the nuclear mass through the following:

vc =

qB
2πm

where q is the charge of the ion, B is the magnetic ﬁeld, and m is the nuclear mass.
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(2)

Figure 2: A diagram of the radial motion of an ion within the measurement trap.

2

PI-ICR Measurements at Argonne National Lab
At Argonne National Lab, the Canadian Penning Trap (CPT), in combination with a 252Cf

source from the Californium Rare Isotope Breeder Upgrade (CARIBU), is used for high-precision
mass measurements of nuclides in the rare earth region. Ions are transferred into the CPT at a
spatial range 2ΔR (Pos. 1 in Fig. 2 ). By applying a dipolar rf ﬁeld, the ions are moved outward
an average radius R (Pos. 2 in Fig. 2 ). The ions are then allowed to freely evolve for a period of
time t, such that the ﬁnal phase of the ion is:

φ + 2πn = 2πvt

(3)

where n is the number of turns the ion made within the trap (or the number of full revolutions
around the trap it completed), and v is the “radial motion” frequency, or the frequency due to the
radial motion of the ion within the trap. Other traps which have utilized the PI-ICR technique, such
as SHIPTRAP in Darmstadt, Germany, measure the two components of the cyclotron frequency
in succession, such that v = v− for one run and then v = v+ for the next [1]. However, for the
CPT, v = vc , such that our cyclotron frequency can be measured as a function of the ﬁnal phase
(φ), the number of turns (n), and the time of free evolution (t), as seen below:

vc =

φ + 2πn
2πt

(4)

When conducting mass measurements, we regularly measure references ions, and then analyze
the ﬁnal phase of the ions in question in reference to our most recent reference ion measurement.
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Figure 3: An experimentally recorded projection of the positions of ions within the trap, speciﬁcally
for 159Nd in this case. Notice the large accumulation of events around φa = 95, signaling that our
actual measurement’s ﬁnal phase is most likely around that value.
For the sake of avoiding confusion, we will refer to the ions we are interested in measuring and
observing as the actual ions from here on. Thus, the ﬁnal phase can be written as φ = φa − φref ,
where φa is the ﬁnal phase of the actual ion and φref is the ﬁnal phase of the reference ion.
Furthermore, we measure the time t as a function of the accumulation time (tacc ) of the actual ion.
However, this measurement is also done with respect to the most recent reference ion measurement,
and thus allows us to say that t = tacc,a − tacc,ref , where tacc,a and tacc,ref are the accumulation
times of the actual and reference ions, respectively.

3

Analysis

Analysis of PI-ICR measurements begins by determining the x and y coordinates of the center
spot at which ions have accumulated. Fig. 3 shows an example of an experimentally recorded
projection of ionic motion onto the MCP. Using MATLAB, we are able to ﬁt Gaussian distribution
curves to our positional spot data, giving us the positional coordinates of the ﬁnal spot center. We
repeat this process for various diﬀerent sets of actual ions, traditionally looking at ion sets with
accumulation times within 1ms of each other, as well as for the reference measurements which the
actual measurements will be referenced to. We then calculate the ﬁnal phase of both the actual
and reference ion sets (φi ) from their positional spot data, such that:
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φi
φi

b 2 + c 2 − a2
) 0≤φ≤π
= arccos(
2bc
b 2 + c 2 − a2
) π < φ < 2π
= 2π − arccos(
2bc

(5)
(6)

where a,b, and c are the distances illustrated in Fig. 2. Now equipped with the phases of the
ion accumulation spots, and considering that we already have the time t of free evolution, we need
to determine the number of turns n that the ion went around the trap. To do so, we start by
wagering a guess at the cyclotron frequency, where we say that:

vc =

vc(cal) q
(mcal − qcal me ) + qme
m qcal

(7)

where wc(cal) ,qcal , and mcal are the cyclotron frequency, charge and mass of a calibrant isotope,
traditionally a well-known nuclide, and are taken from AME2012 [6]. me and q are the mass of an
electron and the charge of the measured isotope, respectively, and also taken from AME2012. This
leaves only the mass of the measured isotope m, which we say is simply the sum of the masses
of its consistent protons and neutrons. This clearly ignores the binding energy of the nucleus,
and thus is why the resulting cyclotron frequency is only a guess. However, considering that the
ignored mass defect is relatively small, we can use our cyclotron frequency guess in conjunction
with the ﬁnal phase (φ) and time (t) in Eqn. 4 to calculate an approximate number of turns n.
We then calculate vc for a range of integer values for n around our approximate guess value. From
here, we traditionally choose the cyclotron frequency value closest to our guess. To ﬁnd our ﬁnal
nuclear mass m, we traditionally eliminate the magnetic ﬁeld term in Eqn. 2 by instead looking
at cyclotron frequency ratios, and thus simply utilize a rearrangement of Eqn. 7, such that:

m=

vc(cal) q
(mcal − qcal me ) + qme
vc qcal

and use our newly chosen cyclotron frequency as vc .
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(8)

Figure 4: A graph of accumulation time vs. cyclotron frequency for C6H6 measured in May 2017.

4

Results and Sine Wave Fitting

When calculating the cyclotron frequency and nuclear mass of a measured isotope, we run analyses at various diﬀerent accumulation times, and thus produce diﬀerent cyclotron frequencies and
nuclear mass values for each measurement made at a diﬀerent accumulation times. Ideally, these
values should be consistent. However, recent analyses have shown that cyclotron frequency seems
to vary sinusoidally with respect to the accumulation time. Although not fully understood yet,
we believe that the variance has to do with the magnetron frequency (w− ), as the period of this
sinusoidal variance is close to the magnetron frequency traditionally seen in the CPT. Fig. 4
shows a plot of a recent analysis of C6H6 measured in May 2017, with accumulation times all
approximately 234ms. To correct for this variance, we ﬁt a sine function (a + b sin(cx + d)) to
our accumulation time/cyclotron frequency data, where a,b,c, and d are all ﬁtted variables. The
resulting variable a, the “center” of the sine ﬁt, is then taken to be our ﬁnal cyclotron frequency.

5

Conclusion

As more precise mass measurements are needed in nuclear physics, more precise ways of measuring
short-lived nuclide have arisen, speciﬁcally the PI-ICR technique in PT-MS. Using the CPT at
Argonne National Lab in combination with the PI-ICR technique, we are able to get accurate
measurements of nuclides with half-lives much less than a second. However, further work is most
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certainly warranted, as issues with cyclotron frequency variance continue to arise. Further reﬁnement of analysis techniques will be necessary, as we must take into consideration the dependence
of our measured cyclotron frequencies such that we can continue to produce reliable, accurate mass
measurements farther and farther from the valley of stability.
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Abstract
By analysing images in the V and B bands from HST and CTIO, a light curve was
obtained for SN 1992A extending to almost 1000 days past V band maximum, with
an upper limit at ∼ 1700 days. By ﬁtting a model of
the light curve, a relative isotopic abundance of

56 Ni, 56 Co

57 Co/56 Co

and

57 Co

decay to

= 0.025+0.09
−0.08 was obtained.

This result was compared to that of Shappee et al. (2017) in which a similar analysis
was conducted for SN 2011fe, a far better observed type Ia supernova. The abundance
ratio found strongly prefers the lower central progenitor density of double degenerate
models, as was found in the case of 2011fe.

1

Introduction

Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are primarily classiﬁed by the features of their spectrum near
maximum luminosity such as a lack of Hydrogen and Helium signatures, and a strong absorption line near 6100Å. Other secondary classiﬁcation criteria such as light curve shape,
color evolution, and host galaxy morphology are also used for conﬁdent SNe Ia identiﬁcation.
These particular SNe exhibit remarkably consistent light curves and spectra, with the light
curves reaching maximum in 15-20 days and a tight correlation between this peak brightness
and various measures of the light curve development speed (Phillips, 1993). This uniformity
means that SNe Ia have been invaluable as cosmological distance indicators, being used to
provide the ﬁrst evidence for the acceleration of the cosmic expansion (Riess et al., 1998),
(Perlmutter et al., 1999) for which the 2011 Nobel prize in physics was awarded.
Despite being relied upon as ”standard candles” in many scenarios, the progenitor systems
of SNe Ia are still unknown. Progenitor models traditionally focus on getting a C/O white
dwarf (WD) to ignite by approaching or exceeding the Chandresekhar mass, MCh . Currently,
there are two main classes of progenitor models: The single degenerate (SD), in which a
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degenerate primary accretes matter from a nondegenerate secondary, causing the primary to
approach MCh , and double degenerate (DD), in which a tight binary system of degenerate
WDs merge through loss of energy and angular momentum to gravitational waves. Both
models diﬀer in their relative isotopic yields due to a lower central progenitor density in the
DD scenario. This allows for an inference of the most likely progenitor system based on a
relative isotopic yield, as is presented in this report.

2
2.1

Method
Raw Data

In order to construct the B and V band light curves for SN 1992A, images were taken from
the HST WFPC2 and CTIO telescopes and analysed in order to obtain magnitudes for SN
1992A up to 1000 days past V band maximum in both bands. Work by Nick Suntzeﬀ on the
CTIO images has already produced a robust light curve up to 600 days past Vmax , and so a
late time magnitude and an upper limit were added to this light curve using HST WFPC2
images. Unfortunately SN 1992A is not very well observed past this 600 day point, although
several images in the B and V bands were taken by ESO in 1993 and 1994 of NGC 1380,
many of these images did not contain the supernova, and those that did were not usable.
This increases the error in the ﬁnal results, as a relatively small amount of data is available.

2.2

HST Photometry

In performing photometry on the HST images, corrections had to be made in order to obtain
an accurate apparent magnitude. The ﬁrst of these was the aperture correction, which was
calculated by taking the average of the Δm3,6 (Diﬀerence in magnitude between a 3 pixel
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and 6 pixel aperture) for the 5 brightest stars in the region of NGC 1380 in each image. The
error associated with this correction was taken as the 1σ RMS deviation from the mean of
the Δm3,6 values. The magnitudes also had to be converted from the STMAG system to
Johnson UBVRI which assumed the supernova has the same colour as an A0 V type star.

2.3

Radioactive Decay Model

A model was created which calculates the apparent magnitude observed in the decay of a
certain initial mass of
and

55

56

Ni, following the decay chains in equations 1-3. The masses of

Co are taken as relative abundances to this initial

56

57

Ni

Ni mass. The goal of this project

was to determine these ratios and use this to infer a progenitor density.

56
57
55

t1/2 = 6.08d

56

Co −−−−−−−→

t1/2 = 35.6h

57

Co −−−−−−−−→

Ni −−−−−−−→

Ni −−−−−−−→
t1/2 = 17.53h

Co −−−−−−−→

t1/2 = 77.2d

55

56

Fe

(1)

t1/2 = 271.79d

57

Fe

(2)

t1/2 = 999.67d

55

Mn

(3)

Fe −−−−−−−−→

In the model, only the contributions due to eq. 1 (represented by subscript 56) and the
to

57

57

Co

Fe decay (represented by subscript 57) were included. This is because the contribution

due to eq. 3 is relatively small and would not inﬂuence the light curve until ∼ 2000 days
past maximum, when the
the half life of

57

55

Fe decay becomes the primary source of ﬂux, and also because

Ni is so short that it has no impact on the late time light curve. The early

portion of the light curve is not important to ﬁt well, as there are many unaccounted for
factors here which become unimportant at late times ( 600 days).
The energy available due to the decay of each isotope (accounting for the coupling of 56 Ni
and

56

Co) as a function of time is derived by Jeﬀery (1999), and the constants used in eq. 4

were calculated by Hayden et al. (2010). The energy was split into two portions, one for the
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decay chain described in eq. 1, and the other for the
synthesised

56

57

Co to

57

Fe decay. MN i is the initial

Ni mass, t is the elapsed time in days, the denominator of each exponential is

the lifetime of each isotope in days, α is the relative abundance of

57

Co to

56

Ni, the factor of

0.83 represents the ratio between energy in electrons and the total energy for a

57

Co decay,

the remainder of which is x-rays. Using the decay energies presented in Seitenzahl et al.
(2009), the ratio of the energy of the Auger electrons and internal conversion electrons to the
total energy (ie. including x-rays) was taken to obtain the 83% factor. The ratio of electrons
and positrons in
57

57

Co to that in

56

Co was taken to obtain the factor of 6.5, allowing for the

Co energy to be calculated based on the

E56 = MN i

56

Co constant.



t
6.45 × 10 exp −
8.8
43


E57 = (αMN i )(0.83)





t
+ 1.45 × 10 exp −
111.3

1.45 × 1043
6.5

43





t
exp −
392.04


(4)


(5)

The absolute magnitudes of each of these decay energies was calculated as in eq. 6 and
7, where t0 is the time for the ejecta to become optically thin to the radiation, 0.034 is
the fraction of the energy which manifests as positrons, and λ is a conversion factor which
is related to the ﬂux of a 0th absolute magnitude star. At large times, the optical depth
parameter approaches 1, resulting in only the 0.034 term remaining in the logarithm, and so
as an approximation this term has been neglected in the 57 Co absolute magnitude calculation,
as it only becomes signiﬁcant at roughly 900 days past maximum.

M56 = −2.5 log10


E56

  

2
t0
1 − exp −
+ 0.034
+λ
t

M57 = −2.5 log10 (E57 (0.034)) + λ
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(6)

(7)

λ = 2.5 log10 4π(9.52 × 1038 )(2.04 × 10−5 )

(8)

Absolute magnitude contributions can be summed and converted to an apparent magnitude, msum , in general via equations (9) and (10) below, where d is the distance to the
supernova.



⎡
⎢
Msum = −2.5 log10 ⎣

n


10

−

⎤
Mi
2.5 ⎥
⎦

(9)

i=0

msum = 5 log10 (d) − 5 + Msum

(10)

These equations allow for a theoretical light curve to be obtained and compared to the
observed light curve. Once the model was ﬁt to the data, relative isotopic densities of the
progenitor could be inferred from the value of α.

3
3.1

Results
HST Photometry

Tables 1 and 2 represent the data used in calculating magnitudes from the HST images,
and the errors associated with these values. The photometric error was taken as the ratio
of the 1σ RMS deviation from mean background value to the supernova value, both in
counts per second. The RMS deviation was calculated by taking over 100 samples from the
background of each image, ﬁtting this to a Gaussian and comparing the 1σ deviation of this
Gaussian to the calculated RMS deviation from mean of the data. Both values consistently
agreed to two signiﬁcant ﬁgures and the noise value was taken as the RMS deviation from
mean directly calculated from the data. This noise to signal ratio gives an approximate
uncertainty in magnitudes for the supernova value in each image and is denoted N/S. The
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Table 1. HST magnitude calculation for SN 1992A.
Filter

Days Past
Maximum

3px Aperture
Magnitude

Aperture
Correction

STMAG to
Johnson

Apparent
Magnitude

F555W
F439W
F555W

932
932
1697

25.8983
26.2040
26.204

-0.1427
-0.1823
-

+0.02
+0.67
-

25.7754
26.6917
27.3594

Note. — For data for 1697 days past maximum, 3px aperture magnitude represents mean background value and apparent magnitude represents this value in
counts s−1 + background RMSD as in Table 2, converted to an apparent magnitude as there is no clear detection in this image.

Table 2. HST error calculation for SN 1992A
Filter

Days Past
Maximum

Aperture Correction
Error (mag)

Background
RMSD (counts s−1 )

N/S
Ratio

Total
Error

F555W
F439W
F555W

932
932
1697

0.0603
0.0634
-

0.0693
0.0195
0.0654

0.2098
0.3635
-

0.218
0.369
-

aperture correction error, ΔAC was taken to be the 1σ RMS deviation from mean of the
Δm3,6 values, calculated in a similar manner. In each case, the total error was calculated as

(ΔAC )2 + (N/S)2 .

3.2

Model ﬁt of SN 1992A

By ﬁtting the model light curve in the V band to the observed data, the best ﬁt occurred
at α = 0.025+0.09
−0.08 , ie. a 2.5% relative abundance of
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57

Co to

56

Co, focusing mainly on the

diﬀerence between the magnitude of the HST late time data and the light curve (0.007
magnitudes at 2.5%). The maximum associated error to this ﬁgure is due to the error of the
HST magnitude, ±0.22. This is calculated as the the combination of errors from the imaging
and aperture correction. Within this range, the diﬀerence between the observed value and
the model does not exceed 0.22.

Fig. 1 Light curve model at best ﬁt value of α = 0.025. Note that such large timescales and
thus, magnitude ranges are being used here and in other ﬁgures that error bars are too small
to be seen behind individual points.

3.3

Comparison to 2011fe

The analysis of this model ﬁt is based on the analysis of SN 2011fe by Shappee et al. (2017),
and thus it is important that the light curves of both supernovae evolve in the same fashion.
Figure 2 compares the light curve of SN 1992A to that of SN 2011fe, presented with a
logarithmic time axis in the larger plots to emphasise the correlation in the 200 - 600 day
portion of the data. The 2011fe data were adjusted to the rest frame of 1992A by scaling
their time data by the ratio of their redshifts: (1.006261/1.000804).
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(a) V band light curves

(b) B band light curves

Fig. 2 Comparison of light curves of SN 1992A and SN 2011fe, wherein the light curve of
2011fe is adjusted to the rest frame of 1992A, and the light curves are matched at maximum
by adding 2.55 magnitudes to all points on the 2011fe curves.

4

Analysis and Conclusions

In the analysis of SN 2011fe, Shappee et al. (2017) ﬁnd that a

57

Co to

56

Ni ratio given by

+0.045
log10 (57 Co/56 Ni) = −1.59+0.06
−0.07 , (ie. 0.0257−0.033 ) strongly supports the double degenerate

progenitor model as opposed to the SD model, due to the central progenitor density required
fur such a nucleosynthetic yield. The ratio obtained for SN 1992A using this model of
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α = 0.025+0.09
−0.08 matches this remarkably well, but with larger errors due to less observation
data being available for 92A. Even accounting for the full range of relative abundances within
the error, this isotopic yield still strongly supports the DD progenitor model. The error in
this ﬁgure is a combination of errors in aperture correction and in the imaging.
In comparison of the evolution of the light curves of 1992A and 2011fe in both the B
and V bands, it is clear that both SNe exhibit the same characteristics, and the latest data
available for 1992A (the HST images) ﬁts well with the adjusted 2011fe light curve. The only
diﬀerence between the curves is a sudden ”drop” observed in the 11fe light curve after the
300-400 day gap. This could be due to the fact that the data before and the data after this
gap comes from two diﬀerent sources, and some ﬂux may have been lost in slightly diﬀerent
passbands. However, this feature of the light curve occurs in the early time portion, and thus
is not of major signiﬁcance to the analysis. In the model, t0 was set to 50 days, however this
ﬁgure is also insigniﬁcant as this optical depth parameter has a large eﬀect at early times,
but the late time light curve is largely unaﬀected.
We follow the analysis of SN 2011fe in Shappee et al. (2017), in which the light curve can
only be explained using only
of

55

56

Ni and

57

Co with an upper limit on the

55

Fe abundance ratio

Fe/57 Co < 0.22 at 99% conﬁdence, concluding that the Röpke et al. (2012) DD model

(55 Fe/57 Co = 0.27) is strongly favored over their SD model (55 Fe/57 Co = 0.68).
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Abstract
Absolute transition probabilities are the cornerstone of understanding nuclear structure physics in comparison to nuclear models. I have helped develop code in Python
and Mathematica to calculate absolute transition probabilities from measured lifetimes. Both of these methods take pertinent quantities such as the lifetime of a given
state, the energy and intensity of the emitted gamma ray, and the multipolarities of
the transitions to calculate the appropriate B(E1), B(E2), B(M1) or in general, any
B(σλ) values. The program allows for the inclusion of mixing ratios of diﬀerent multipolarities and the electron conversion of gamma-rays to correct for the intensities,
and yields results in absolute units or results normalized to Weisskopf units. My
contributions to this work include rewriting portions of the code to account for the
E2/M1 mixing in mixed E2/M1 transitions; accounting for asymmetric uncertainty
in multipole mixing fractions; and adding an optional conversion from absolute units
to Weisskopf units. The code has been tested against available data in a wide range
of nuclei from the rare earth region (28 in total), including
158−164

Dy,

162−170

Er,

168−176

Yb, and

174−182

146−154

Sm,

154−160

Gd,

Hf. Both versions will be available from

the Notre Dame Nuclear Science Laboratory webpage for use by the community.

Introduction
For a group of radioactive nuclei, the rate at which the sample decays is proportional
to a decay constant, also known as the transition probability. This constant can be
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expressed in terms of the mean lifetime or the half-life of a sample:

W=

T1/2
1
=
τ
−ln(0.5)

(1)

where τ is the mean lifetime, and T1/2 is the half-life.
One possible mode of decay for an excited nucleus is γ-decay, in which a nucleus
decays from an excited state to a lower energy state through the emission of a photon. γ-decays are labelled using σλ notation, where σ describes the electromagnetic
character of the photon, and λ describes the multipole character of the radiation
ﬁeld produced by the γ-ray (i.e. the angular distribution of the radiation, the parity
of the radiation ﬁeld, and the radiated power).1 In this notation, σ is either “E” or
“M” to denote whether the γ-ray originated from electric or magnetic interactions
with an external magnetic ﬁeld, respectively; and λ is a positive integer (i.e. 1 for
dipole, 2 for quadrupole, 3 for octupole, etc.).
An excited nucleus may have multiple γ-decay channels (it can decay from an
initial state to multiple ﬁnal states). For a nucleus with multiple γ-decay channels,
the transition probability is given by the sum of all transition probabilities weighted
by the branching ratio (BRi ) and the interval conversion coeﬃcient(αi ) of each transition:

W=



W(i) =

i


i

BRi
τ (1 + αi )

(2)

where the branching ratio gives the relative intensity of a particular decay compared
1

K.S. Krane. (1988). Introductory Nuclear Physics, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., pp. 328-331.
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to all other channels exiting a level, and the internal conversion coeﬃcient accounts
for the possibility of an atomic electron being ejected in place of a γ-ray being emitted
from the nucleus.
Transition probabilities are proportional to the square of the nuclear matrix element that describes how a nucleus interacts with an external magnetic ﬁeld in
transitioning from an initial state |ψi  to a ﬁnal state |ψf . As such, the transition
probability for a certain γ-decay can be used to calculate the nuclear matrix element
for that transition, and hence to understand how two states |ψi  and |ψf  are connected. The following equation is used to calculate absolute2 transition probabilities:
 2λ+1
BR λ[(2λ + 1)!!]2 h̄c
h̄
F(σλ)
B(σλ; Ji → Jf ) =
8π
τ (1 + α) (λ + 1)
Eγ

(3)

In Equation (3), the branching ratio BR, the lifetime τ , the internal conversion
coeﬃcient α, the energy of the γ-ray Eγ , and the multipolarity of the radiation are
all experimentally determined quantities. F(σλ) is the multipole mixing fraction,
which measures the mixing between diﬀering multipolarity γ radiation. For pure
transitions, this factor collapses to unity. For mixed E2/M1 transitions it follows
2

Absolute transition probabilities are calculated when the lifetime of a nuclear state is known,
in contrast to reduced transition probabilities, which are calculated when the lifetime of a state is
unknown. Reduced transition probabilities predict the likelihood that an initial state will decay to
a certain ﬁnal state, relative to other decays from the same initial state to diﬀerent ﬁnal states.
Absolute transition probabilities extend this to calculate the probability of a decay from a certain
initial state to a certain ﬁnal state, relative to all other decays within that nucleus.
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equations (4) and (5):
δ2
1 + δ2
1
F(M 1) =
1 + δ2
F(E2) =

(4)
(5)

Equations (4) and (5) are used to calculate the probability of an E2 or M1 transition
occurring, respectively. The multipole mixing fraction δ is deﬁned as a ratio of the
E2/M1 transition strengths.
Transition probabilities are dimensioned quantities, with units given by:

B(Eλ) : e2 fm2λ

(6)

B(M λ) : μ2N fm2λ−2

(7)

These units are known as absolute units. Another set of units, Weisskopf units
(W.u.), is also commonly used to compare transition rates. They are derived from
Weisskopf estimates - estimates of the transition rates between |ψi  and |ψf  that
assume that the transition is due to a single proton that changes from one shell-model
state to another. The following equations are used to calculate Weisskopf estimates:

2
3
1
(0.12)2λ A2λ/3 e2 fm2λ
BW (Eλ) =
4π λ + 3

2
3
10
BW (M λ) =
(0.12)2λ−2 A(2λ−2)/3 μ2N fm2λ−2
π λ+3

(8)
(9)

Dividing an experimental transition probability by the Weisskopf estimate, and mul-
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tiplying by a proportionality constant3 , yields transition probabilities in terms of
W.u.

Process
We have developed two programs, one written in Mathematica and the other in
Python, to calculate transition probabilities for nuclei that γ-decay. To use either
program, all that is required is the appropriate coding software, and software capable
of generating a csv ﬁle (e.g. Excel or LibreOﬃce). Both programs read input from
a csv ﬁle to calculate B(σλ) values. Table 1 shows the necessary input parameters:
Eγ

δEγ

Iγ

δIγ

Iγ,tot

δmix

δδ+mix

δδ−mix

τ

δτ+

δτ−

αK

δ αK

A

σλ

Elev

0.888157

0.005

174.8

3.9

369.3

0

0

0

2830

110

110

0.0032

0

162

E2

888.158

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

↓

line 1
2
..
.

Table 1: Required format for an input ﬁle

In the above table, Eγ is the energy of an emitted γ-ray (in MeV); Iγ is the
intensity of a γ-ray (in arbitrary units); Iγ,tot is the sum of the intensities of all
γ-rays exiting the level; δmix is the multipole mixing fraction for a γ-ray (set to 0
if no mixing occurs); τ is the mean lifetime of the level (in fs); αK is the internal
conversion coeﬃcient; A is the atomic number of the nucleus; σλ is the multipolarity
of the transition; and Elev is the level energy of the initial state (in keV). δEγ , δIγ ,
δδ+mix , δδ−mix , δτ+ δτ− , and δαK are the uncertainties in their respective quantities.4
3

This constant is kαh̄c/(100fm2 )2 , where k = λ[(2λ + 1)!!]2 /(λ + 1) and α = e2 /4π0 h̄c
and δδ−mix , and δτ+ and δτ− , are upper and lower uncertainties, respectively.

4 +
δδmix
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Both the Mathematica notebook and Python script initially take user input to
specify the location of the data ﬁle, the names of the output ﬁles, and the units
to be used (absolute units or W.u.). The Python script also takes user input to
determine how many decimal places to report in the calculated B(σλ) values. After
reading in the input from the csv ﬁle, the two programs use this input to execute
transition probability calculations. The two programs are structured similarly, and
contain sections for calculating transition probabilities in absolute units, for converting from absolute units to W.u., and for error propagation. The Mathematica
notebook outputs pdf ﬁles (one each for transitions of each individual multipolarity and one containing all transitions) while the Python script outputs a text ﬁle,
formatted in LaTex syntax. Table 2 and Figure 2 in the Appendix contain sample
output tables for the two programs.
This code was tested using available data from a range of rare-earth nuclei:
146−154

the

Sm,

156−160

154−160

Gd,

158−164

Dy,

162−170

Er,

168−176

Yb, and

174−182

Hf.5 . Output from

Gd calculations was tested against previously published B(σλ) values.

Transition probabilities for the rest of the isotopes were calculated to ensure that the
code yielded reasonable values for a variety of input data. The calculated transition
probabilities were then used to produce schematics for selected rare-earth nuclides,
as shown in Figure 1. These schematics will be used to draw conclusions about the
characteristics of 0+
n vibrational bands and the collectivity of γ-decays in even-even
rare-earth nuclei.
5

Data for 156 Gd from paper by J. Klora et al. Data for 158 Gd and 160 Gd from papers by S.R.
Lesher et al. Data for 162 Dy from paper by A. Aprahamian et al. All other data was retrieved from
the NNDC website.
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Figure 1: Schematics for

158−164

Dy

Conclusion
The Mathematica notebook and Python script developed through this project are
powerful tools for calculating absolute transition probabilities. The code requires
minimal user input, can yield output in two sets of units, and accounts for multipole
mixing. In addition, both versions are accessible and easy to use. Future work on
this project will include writing an article, to be published in Nuclear Instruments &
Methods, about this code; and publishing the programs on the University of Notre
Dame’s webpage for public domain use.
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Appendix
Elev (keV)
1049.48
1049.48
1129.44
1129.44
1129.44
1129.44
1129.44
1129.44

Eγ (keV)
Iγ
τ (fs)
960.51 (20) 138.0 (0) 1810+0.0
0.0
960.51 (20) 138.0 (0) 4750+0.0
0.0
1112.94 (20) 80.0 (0) 1260+0.0
0.0
1112.94 (20) 80.0 (0) 2590+0.0
0.0
1040.47 (20) 294.0 (0) 1260+0.0
0.0
1040.47 (20) 294.0 (0) 2590+0.0
0.0
841.24 (20) 119.0 (0) 1260+0.0
0.0
841.24 (20) 119.0 (0) 2590+0.0
0.0

π
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2
E2

δ
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0
+0.0
−0.0

B(π) (cgs)
0.055016 +0.049288
−0.055165
0.020964 +0.018781
−0.021021
0.006144 +0.005592
−0.006156
0.002989 +0.00272
−0.002995
0.031334 +0.028323
−0.031407
0.015244 +0.013779
−0.015279
0.036994 +0.032597
−0.037125
0.017997 +0.015858
−0.018061

e2 b 2
e2 b 2
e2 b 2
e2 b 2
e2 b 2
e2 b 2
e2 b 2
e2 b 2

Table 2: Sample Python output for 156 Gd transitions, calculated in absolute units. The
LaTex-friendly tables generated by the Python script can easily be copied and pasted into other
documents.
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Figure 2: Sample Mathematica output for

162

Dy transitions, calculated in mW.u.
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$ &KHPLFDO 3HUVSHFWLYH RI
6WDUV LQ 'ZDUI *DOD[LHV

&RQYHUWLQJ &RRUGLQDWHV
'L 7LDQ
 16)5(8 3URJUDP
3K\VLFV 'HSDUWPHQW 8QLYHUVLW\ RI 1RWUH 'DPH
$'9,62563URI%HHUV 3RVWGRF<RRQ *UDGXDWH 6WXGHQW6DUDK
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$EVWUDFW
%DVLFDOO\ ZKDW , GLG LQ WKLV VXPPHU FRQVLVWV RI WZR SDUWV FKHPLFDO DQDO\VLV DQG
NLQHPDWLF FDOFXODWLRQV 7KH ILUVW RQH LV WR WDNH D ORRN DW WKH FDUERQ DEXQGDQFHV $ &
DV ZHOO DV >&)H@ RI WKH VWDUV LQ FODVVLFDO GZDUIV DQG XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV 8)'V  7KH
UHDVRQ ZK\ , GLG WKLV ZLOO EH VWDWHG ODWHU , DOVR H[SORUHG WKH PRUSKRORJ\ RI WKH
DEXQGDQFH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI RWKHU HOHPHQWV OLNH 1D %D 6L HWF $QG , PDGH D FRPSDULVRQ
EHWZHHQ FKHPLFDO IHDWXUHV RI VWDUV LQ FODVVLFDO GZDUIV DQG XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV 7KH
VHFRQG SDUW RI P\ HQWLUH UHVHDUFK LV WR WKH YHORFLWLHV RI WKH 0,/.<:$< VWDUV UHODWLYH
WR WKH JDODFWLF FHQWHU

7KH <RRQ%HHUV 'LDJUDP
0\ SURMHFW VWDUWV IURP D ILJXUH LQ WKH SDSHU ZULWWHQ E\ <RRQ

)LJXUH 
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%HHUV  

7KH ILJXUH  DERYH LV FDOOHG <RRQ%HHUV 'LDJUDP ,W VKRZV WKH $ & DEVROXWH
FDUERQ DEXQGDQFHV GLVWULEXWLRQ YHUVXV PHWDOOLFLW\ >)H+@ IRU WKH VDPSOH RI VXE
FODVVLILHG &(03 &(03 VUV DQG &(03 QR VWDUV 7KH EOXH DQG UHG UHG RSHQ
FLUFOHV UHSUHVHQW WKH &(03 VUV DQG &(03 QR VWDUV
7KHUH DUH VWDUN GLIIHUHQFHV LQ WKH PRUSKRORJ\ RI $ & YV >)H+@ GLVWULEXWLRQV
EHWZHHQ WKH &(03 VUV DQG &(03 QR VWDUV 7KH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI $ & IRU WKH IRUPHU
JDWKHUV LQ UHODWLYHO\ KLJK& UHJLRQ DQG LW H[KLELWV D YHU\ ZHDN GHSHQGHQFH RQ >)H+@
7KLV VXEVHW RI VWDUV LQ WKH GLDJUDP LV FDOOHG ³*URXS ,´ +RZHYHU WKH &(03 QR VWDUV
H[KLELW WZR YHU\ GLIIHUHQW EHKDYLRUV LQ WKH GLDJUDP :H UHIHU WR WKHVH DV ³*URXS ,,´
DQG ³*URXS ,,,´ VWDUV 7KH *URXS ,,, VWDUV DUH ORFDWHG RQ WKH ORZHVW PHWDOOLFLW\ UHJLPH
FHQWHUHG RQ $ & a 7KH $ & YDOXHV IRU WKH *URXS ,,, VWDUV H[KLELW QR FOHDU
GHSHQGHQFH RQ >)H+@ ,Q FRQWUDVW &(03 QR VWDUV DUH ORFDWHG LQ KLJKHU PHWDOOLFLW\
UHJLRQ DQG WKH\ H[KLELW D FOHDU GHSHQGHQFH RI $ & RQ >)H+@ $OO WKHVH GLIIHUHQFHV LQ
WKH WZR JURXS RI &(03 QR VWDUV OHG DQ DUJXPHQW WKDW WKHUH DUH PRUH WKDQ RQH FODVV
RI SURJHQLWRUV IRU WKH &(03 QR VWDUV $FFRUGLQJ WR VRPH WKHRULHV WKHUH DUH WZR
PRGHOV PD\ EH DEOH WR H[SODLQ WKH RULJLQV RI &(03 QR VWDUV PL[LQJ DQG IDOOEDFN
PRGHOV DV ZHOO DV URWDWLQJ PDVVLYH VWDU PRGHOV )XUWKHU LQYHVWLJDWLRQ VWLOO QHHGV WR
EH GRQH
7KH VDPSOHV FRPSLOHG LQ WKH <RRQ%HHUV 'LDJUDP DUH EDVLFDOO\ VWDUV LQ WKH
0,/.<:$< 7R ILQG PRUH FOXHV WR VXSSRUW WKH LGHD WKDW &(03 QR VWDUV KDYH WZR
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NLQGV RI SURJHQLWRUV ZH QHHG WR ORRN DW PRUH VWDUV ZKLFK EHFDPH DQ LPSRUWDQW MRE
IRU PH WR GR , GRZQORDGHG WKH GDWD RI GZDUI JDOD[\ VWDUV IURP WKH 6$*$
'DWDEDVH DUUDQJHG WKHP DQG GLG FRPH FRPSXWHU SURJUDPPLQJ XVLQJ 3\WKRQ WR
SORW WKH $ & YHUVXV >)H+@ GLVWULEXWLRQ ILJXUH MXVW LQ WKH VW\OH OLNH WKH <RRQ%HHUV
'LDJUDP %DHG RQ WKDW , DOVR SORWWHG WKH HOHPHQW DEXQGDQFH GLVWULEXWLRQ IRU 1D 6L
DQG %D WR PDNH D FRPSDULVRQ EHWZHHQ WKH FODVVLFDO GZDUIV DQG XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV
7R EH PRUH VSHFLILF WKH VFLHQWLILF JRDOV IRU PH DUH
([SORUH WKH EHKDYLRUV VKRZQ LQ <RRQ%HHUV 'LDJUDP H[LVW LQ WKH VWDUV IURP
VDWHOOLWH JDOD[LHV ERWK &ODVVLFDO 'ZDUIV DQG 8)'V
([SHFW WKH *URXS ,, DQG ,,, VWDUV SUHVHQW LQ 8)' JDOD[LHV
&RPSDUH WKH GLVWULEXWLRQ RI FDUERQ DEXQGDQFHV YHUVXV PHWDOOLFLW\ RI VWDUV
LQ &ODVVLFDO 'ZDUIV DQG 8)'V
([DPLQH ZKHWKHU FRQWUDVWV LQ WKH REVHUYHG DEXQGDQFHV IRU RWKHU HOHPHQWV
PLJKW H[LVW

6WDUV LQ 'ZDUI *DOD[LHV
$V ,¶YH PHQWLRQHG ZH UHIHU WR WKH GZDUI VDWHOOLWHV DV WZR JURXSV FODVVLFDO GZDUIV DQG
XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV %DVLFDOO\ WKH\ DUH DOO VPDOO JDOD[LHV DQG FRPSRVHG RI DERXW 
PLOOLRQ XS WR VHYHUDO ELOOLRQ VWDUV $ ODUJH IUDFWLRQ RI WKHLU IUDFWLRQ RI WKHLU PDVV
FRPSULVHV GDUN PDWWHU %HVLGHV WKHUH DUH DOVR VRPH GLIIHUHQFHV %DVLFDOO\ XOWUDIDLQW
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GZDUIV KDYH DYHUDJH PHWDOOLFLWLHV RI >)H+@a ZLWK XQGHUO\LQJ >)H+@ VSUHDGV RI XS WR
a GH[ ORZHU WKDQ FODVVLFDO GZDUIV 7KH\ DOVR DUH PXFK IDLQWHU VPDOOHU WKDQ FODVVLFDO
GZDUIV 7KHLU VWDU SRSXODWLRQV DUH GRPLQDWHG E\ WUXO\ DQFLHQW VWDUV 7KHVH V\VWHPV ODFN
VWDUV ZLWK >)H+@! DQG WKH\ UH EHOLHYHG WR EH WKH OLYLQJ UHOLFV RI WKH ILUVW VWDU
IRUPLQJ PLQLKDORHV :KDW¶V PRUH WKH\ FDQ KHOS XV ZLWK WKH VWXG\ RI HDUO\ VWDUIRUPLQJ
HQYLURQPHQWV DQG DVVRFLDWHG FRQGLWLRQV
)LJXUH  DQG ILJXUH  DUH WKH $ & ǃ>&)H@ GLVWULEXWLRQ DV IXQFWLRQV RI >)H+@ IRU WKH
VDPSOH RI VWDUV IURP FODVVLFDO GZDUIV DQG XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV 6WDUV IURP GLIIHUHQW JDOD[LHV

KDYH GLIIHUHQW FRUUHVSRQGLQJ FRORUV RU PDUNHUV 7KH PDUNHUV IRU WKH VWDUV WKDW DUH QRW
&(03 VWDUV DUH ULJKWZDUG WULDQJOHV 7KH WKUHH JUD\ VROLG OLQHV SURYLGHV WKH UHIHUHQFHV
DW >&)H@    7KH ULJKW ER[ LQ HDFK GLDJUDP FRQWDLQV WKH JDOD[LHV LQFOXGHG
WRJHWKHU ZLWK WKHLU PDVVHV
)URP ILJXUH  WKH XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV ODFN VWDUV ZLWK >)H+@! ,W¶V QRW KDUG WR
H[SODLQ $V XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV JDOD[LHV KDYH TXLWH ORZ PDVV WKH\ KDYH QRW HQRXJK JDV
WR IRUP QHZ VWDUV DQG PRVW VWDUV KDYH QHDUO\ VWRSSHG HYROYLQJ ZKLFK PHDQV WKH
FUHDWLRQ RI LURQ DQG RWKHU KHDY\ HOHPHQWV KDV VWRSSHG $SDUW IURP WKDW WKHUH¶V DQ
LQVSLULQJ PHVVDJH ZH FDQ JHW IURP ILJXUH  7KH PRUSKRORJ\ RI &(03 VWDUV LQ ILJXUH 
FOHDU VKRZV WKH EHKDYLRUV OLNH *URXS  DQG *URXS  VWDUV $QRWKHU LPSRUWDQW WKLQJ LV
WKDW PRVW &(03 VWDUV LQ XOWUDIDLQW GZDUI JDOD[LHV DUH &(03 QR VWDUV ,W FDQ EH SURYHG
E\ ODWHU LOOXVWUDWLRQ ZLWK %D DEXQGDQFH GLDJUDP ,Q DGGLWLRQ WKH <RRQ%HHUV
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)LJXUH 

)LJXUH 
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'LDJUDP UHIOHFWV D ZHOO GLYLVLRQ RI VWDUV E\ WKH ILGXFLDO OLQH DW $ &  ,W HIIHFWLYHO\
VHSDUDWHV WKH ELQDU\ QDWXUH RI DOO RI WKH &(03 VUV VWDUV DQG PRVW RI WKH &(03 QR
VWDUV 6R ZH FDQ VLPSO\ LGHQWLI\ D &(03 QR VWDU E\ ORRNLQJ DW LWV DEVROXWH FDUERQ
DEXQGDQFHV ZKLFK FDQ DOVR SURYH WKDW PRVW &(03 VWDUV LQ ILJXUH  DUH &(03 QR VWDUV
+RZHYHU WKHUH PD\EH H[LVWV D SUREOHP ZLWK WKH SRVVLEOH *URXS ,,, VWDUV LQ ILJXUH 
ZKLFK QHHGV IXUWKHU LQYHVWLJDWLRQ ,I PDNLQJ D PRUH SUHFLVH FRPSDULVRQ ZLWK WKH <RRQ
%HHUV 'LDJUDP DOWKRXJK WKH PRUSKRORJ\ ORRNV DOLNH WKH YDOXHV RI PHWDOOLFLW\ RI WKH
³*URXS  VWDUV´ LQ ILJXUH  DUH DOO ORZHU WKDQ  ,I ZH PDWFK XS WKH UHJLRQ RI WKHVH 
³*URXS  VWDUV´ ZLWK WKDW RI <RRQ%HHUV 'LDJUDP ZH¶OO UHDOL]H WKDW PRVW SDUW RI WKLV
UHJLRQ DFWXDOO\ EHORQJV WR *URXS , 2QO\ RQH RI WKH %227(6, VWDU LQ WKH OHIW PLGGOH RI
WKH SLFWXUH ZLWK FDQ EH GHILQLWHO\ LGHQWLILHG DV D *URXS ,,, VWDU
)RU ILJXUH  LW¶V HDV\ WR UHFRJQL]H VWDUV IURP *URXS  DQG *URXS  %\ FKHFNLQJ WKH
QHXWURQFDSWXUH HOHPHQW DEXQGDQFHV RI WKH *URXS  VWDUV LQ ILJXUH  RQO\ IHZ RI WKHP
DUH &(03 QR VWDUV ,W¶V QRW KDUG WR XQGHUVWDQG &(03 QR VWDUV DUH EHOLHYHG WR EH
DFFUHWHG IRUP WKH ILUVW JDOD[LHV GXH WR WKHLU ODUJH ODFN RI PHWDOOLFLW\ ZKLOH
XOWUDIDLQW GZDUI JDOD[LHV DUH WKRXJKW WR EH WKH UHOLFV RI WKH ILUVW JDOD[LHV 7KH\
VKRXOG KDYH PRUH &(03 QR VWDUV
7KDW¶V WKH EDVLF DQDO\VLV RI WKH PRUSKRORJ\ DERXW FDUERQ 7KHQ , PRYHG RQ WR
RWKHU HOHPHQWV
)LJXUH  ILJXUH  DUH DERXW VLOLFRQ RQH RI WKH Į HOHPHQWV 7KH SORWV DUH PDGH MXVW LQ
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)LJXUH 

)LJXUH 

WKH VDPH VW\OH DV WKH SUHYLRXV RQHV , ZDV H[SHFWLQJ D GRZQWXUQ LQ >6L)H@ DW KLJKHU
PHWDOOLFLW\ LQ WKH FDVH RI FODVVLFDO GZDUIV EHFDXVH RI WKH DIIHFWLRQ IURP 7\SH ,D
VXSHUQRYDH 7\SH ,D VXSHUQRYDH LV VSHFLDO ,W SURGXFHV LURQ DQG OLWWOH VLOLFRQ ZKLFK FDQ
FDXVH WKH ULVH RI >6L)H@ )URP WKH GLDJUDP WKHUH LV D GRZQWXUQ LQ ILJXUH 
+RZHYHU , GLGQ¶W H[SHFW WKDW IHDWXUH DOVR KDSSHQHG ILJXUH  EHFDXVH ZH EHOLHYH WKDW
DGGLWLRQDO ORQJOLYHG VWDUV ZRXOG KDYH IRUPHG DIWHU WKH 7\SH ,D H[SORVLRQV
1RWLFLQJ WKDW WKH GRZQWXUQ KDSSHQV LQ ILJXUH  DOPRVW IURP WKH VDPH JDOD[\
&$1(69(1$7,&, PD\EH LW¶V MXVW D VSHFLDO FDVH :H QHHG IXUWKHU VWXGLHV )LJXUH
 ILJXUH  DUH DERXW RQH RI WKH QHXWURQFDSWXUH HOHPHQWV %D
,W¶V DSSDUHQW WKDW IRU PRVW VWDUV LQ XOWUDIDLQW GZDUI JDOD[LHV WKH YDOXH RI $ %D
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QR

)LJXUH 

)LJXUH 

DQG >%D)H@ DUH ORZ 7KH QHXWURQFDSWXUH SURFHVV LV OLNHO\ WR RFFXU LQ D UHVWULFWHG
SURJHQLWRU PDVV UDQJH  WR  VRODU PDVV  $V ZH EHOLHYH WKH ILUVW VWDU DUH TXLWH
PDVVLYH QHXWURQFDSWXUH SURFHVV ZRXOG KDYH EDUHO\ HQULFKHG WKH %D DEXQGDQFH LQ
XOWUDIDLQW GZDUIV +RZHYHU LQ ORZ >)H+@ UHJLRQ WKLV LV DOVR WKH FDVH LQ ILJXUH 
, KDYHQ¶W IRXQG DQ DSSURSULDWH H[SODQDWLRQ VR IDU

.LQHPDWLF &DOFXODWHV
&RQVLGHULQJ WKH OLPLWDWLRQ RI VSDFH , ZRQ¶W WDON WRR PXFK DERXW WKLV SDUW %DVLFDOO\
ZKDW , GLG LV WR FRQYHUW FRRUGLQDWHV IURP HTXDWRULDO V\VWHP WR JDODFWLF V\VWHP DQG
XVH 3\WKRQ WR FDOFXODWH WKH YHORFLWLHV UHODWLYH WR WKH JDODFWLF FHQWHU
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7KH OHIW ILJXUH LV RQH RI WKH SORWV , PDGH
DERXW WKH YHORFLW\ GLVWULEXWLRQ LQ WKUHH
GLUHFWLRQV RI VWDUV LQ WKH 0,/.<:$<
7KHUH¶V D WUHQG WKDW WKH GLVSHUVLRQ RI WKH
YHORFLW\ EHFRPHV VPDOO DV WKH PHWDOOLFLW\
JURZV ,W LV EHFDXVH WKH VWDUV ZLWK ORZHU
>)H+@ DUH IURP WKH RXWHU KDOR 7KH\ KDYH
ODUJHU RUELWV DQG WKH\ PRYH IDVWHU

)LJXUH 

5HIHUHQFHV
$QQX5HY$VWURQ$VWURSK\VLFV
-LQPL <RRQ 7KH $VWURSK\VLFV -RXUQDO  'HFHPEHU 
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Abstract
The Snite Museum of Art desires to accurately display authentic artwork and, in doing
so, guarantee this authenticity to its patrons. This involves testing their pieces for forgery, which
can include testing the artwork material date and cross-referencing that with background
information about the piece. To determine the age of the artwork, the accelerator mass
spectrometry (AMS) group at the University of Notre Dame will use AMS radiocarbon dating.
Primarily, this is to verify whether or not the wood of the artwork is from the bomb-peak era.
The first testing of the samples was inconclusive and will be performed again to obtain better
sampling statistics in the hopes of narrowing the reported date ranges.
Introduction
The Snite Museum of Art recently acquired a donation of African artwork, some of
which lack sufficient evidence to rule them out as potential forgeries. More information
surrounding the origins of the pieces in question, specifically the age of five wooden carvings, is
needed to determine if the artwork is a forgery. These pieces include a Dogon ritual ladder
(museum sample #1), a Duala model canoe (museum sample #2), two Kota reliquaries (museum
samples #3 and #4), and a Zulu Knobkerrie (museum sample #5). The AMS group at the
University of Notre Dame was tasked with measuring the age ranges of the artwork via
radiocarbon dating using accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). Following is an introduction to
radiocarbon dating and AMS.
Radiocarbon dating is a technique used to determine the age of organic materials by
comparing the ratio of unstable 14C and stable 12C isotopes1. A simplified version of the 14C
cycle is pictured on the following page.2 14C produced in the stratosphere chemically reacts
with oxygen to form CO2 and disperses throughout the atmosphere3. CO2 (with most of the
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molecules containing 12C) enters into plant material during
photosynthesis. Animals ingest CO2 from plants or other
animals and inhale and exhale CO2 while breathing. While
alive, the level of 14C in the plant or animal reflects the 14C level
of the atmosphere. When the organism dies, it no longer
acquires 14C. This is when the decay count begins. The amount
of time that has passed since death can be determined by
Cycle of 14C
14

measuring how much of the C is left and comparing that to the
12

C amount. The 14C/12C levels over thousands of years have been well tested using tree rings.3

After 10 half-lives, the unstable isotope concentration between half-lives makes it difficult to
differentiate between half-life cycles. Since the half-life of 14C is 5,700±30 years4, organic
materials up to 50,000 years old are measurable. There are several techniques available to
measure the carbon isotope ratio.
AMS is one way to measure the isotopic ratios5. AMS is a technique that utilizes aspects
of nuclear physics and mass spectrometry to form the highly sensitivity measurement
capabilities required to find rare isotopes such as 14C . For every one 14C atom, there is
approximately 1012 stable 12C atoms3. AMS is ideal for long-lived radioactive isotopes because
it uses small amounts of sample in a short amount of time and sorts out contamination from
isobars (neighboring nuclides of the same mass but different proton number).
Experimental Methods
The carbon in a sample must be extracted and put into a form that can be put through the
detector in order to measure the 14C/12C ratio. Carbon is extracted from the African artwork via
burning wood shavings from the inner part of the artwork gotten by drilling a narrow, shallow
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hole into the piece. This burning releases the carbon in the form of CO2. Contaminants from
combustion are removed from the CO2 through several purification steps. Then the CO2 is
reduced to graphite in a two-step reduction process involving H2. The result is graphite
embedded in an iron matrix which will then be packed into a sample holder, or cathode. The
cathode is placed into the beginning of the accelerator line in the ion source. The sample, which
is mostly carbon and iron, but also has traces of other elements, is accelerated. Contaminants
other than 14C are directed away from the sensitive parallel grid avalanche counter (PGAC)
position detector by a series of electric and magnetic elements acting as filters. The 14C and 12C
events are counted on separate parts of the machine. More details about this process, starting
with graphitization, follow. Please refer to the pressure vs. time graph of a standard
graphitization process.
A

B

C

A: Iron Pretreatment. As mentioned above, the graphite will be embedded into an iron
matrix during graphitization. In order to prevent contamination of the sample from the iron, the
iron must first be pretreated to remove other elements through a series of four baking steps. The
iron, 2.0-2.5 mg, in the graphitization tube (gray) is open to atmosphere (pressure of 14.7 psi)
and baked at 900˚C for 30 minutes to oxidize the iron powder. The oven did not start at time zero
on the above graph which includes attaching tubes of new sample material to the line.
After the first baking, the iron is closed off from atmosphere, and the graphitization tube
is pumped down to a pressure <10 microns. This is seen at approximately 60 minutes into the
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run. Pumping out the gas takes several minutes. The iron is then baked at 815˚C for 30 minutes
while being pumped on. Next, 12.3 psi of H2 is introduced to the graphitization tube, and the
hydrogen and iron is baked for the third time at 815˚C for 15 minutes with liquid nitrogen (LN2)
on the cold finger to freeze out water produced when reacting the hydrogen with the oxygen in
the iron. After baking, the system is pumped out; and 12 psi of fresh H2 is added to the
graphitization tube with the LN2 still on the cold finger. The iron is baked for the last time in the
iron pretreatment at 815˚C for 15 minutes to remove any lingering oxygen. The system is once
again pumped out and the LN2 is removed. Before pretreatment the iron is a dull gray. After pretreatment the iron is slightly shiny.
B: Combustions/Transfer. During combustion the CO2 is released from the sample and
then transferred from the combustion tube to the graphitization tube. To begin with, 3.2-3.7 mg
of wood and 450.0-480.0 mg of copper oxide are put into a crystalline tube and attached to the
graphitization line at the same time the iron in the graphitization tube is attached to the line
which is during the first ten minutes of the run displayed above. After the tube is attached to the
graphitization system, it is pumped on and vacuumed to <10 microns using a scroll pump. The
combustion tube is pumped on during the entire iron pretreatment. After the iron pretreatment is
complete, combustion of the wood shavings and copper oxide (the source of oxygen) is at 950˚C
until the pressure of gas in the combustion tube levels out. This takes 40-60 minutes. The heater
temperature is then lowered to 600˚C to allow any remaining oxygen to re-react with the copper
to reduce the amount of oxygen transferred to the graphitization tube. The heater is kept at 600˚C
until the gas pressure again levels off which takes 20 minutes.
The CO2 is now transferred from the combustion tube to the graphitization tube. During
the transfer, the gas is directed through a water trap surrounded by a dry ice and ethanol slush to
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freeze out water and other contaminants produced during combustion. Once the gas is in the
graphitization tube, the CO2 is deposited using LN2. The remaining gases are pumped away
before reducing CO2 to graphite.
C: Graphitization. This is the process of chemically reducing CO2 to graphite. The
pressure of CO2 is measured at room temperature. Then H2 is introduced into the system so that
the oxygen will react with the hydrogen, breaking the bonds between the carbon and the oxygen.
This is explained via the chemical processes6:
CO2(g)+ H2(g) ÅÆ CO(g) + H2O(g)

(1)

CO(g) + H2(g) ÅÆ H2O(g) +C(s)

(2)

It was decided to use 2.3 parts H2 to 1 part CO2 based on research conducted by M.
Nemec, et. al.6 The desired amount of H2 to be introduced into the system is calculated using the
room temperature pressure of carbon dioxide times 2.3 times 0.75 to account for the pressure
difference between room temperature and the temperature of the tube with LN2 around it to keep
the CO2 from escaping while adding the H2. The first stage of reduction, where the first chemical
equation dominates, is at 950˚C for 90 minutes with the dry ice/ethanol slush on the cold finger
to trap water. The second stage of reduction, where the second chemical equation dominates, is
at 600˚C with LN2 on the cold finger until the pressure levels off. This takes approximately five
hours. The result is a very black sample of graphite embedded into the iron matrix. The
graphitized sample is removed from the graphitization line, exposing the sample to atmosphere.
The outside of the quartz tubing is labeled and parafilm is put over the top of the tube. The first
sample sat for 22 days before being loaded into the AMS line.
Packing. A sample is put into a cathode to hold the carbon source during a run. Packing
is done by loading the sample into the back of the cathode and then using a rod and hammer to
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compact the graphite and iron. There is a platform sticking into the front of the cathode to create
a uniform surface during packing. Uniform packing throughout the cathode improves the sample
current during AMS measurement.
AMS. Once the cathodes are loaded into the 40-cathode wheel, the wheel is loaded into a
vacuumed ionization chamber at the beginning of the accelerator line. Cesium is sent toward the
surface of the cathode to sputter the carbon from the sample and ionize the carbon to a negative
1charge state. The ionized carbon is then directed through an electrostatic analyzer to filter by
energy and a magnet to filter by mass. Then the beam enters the FN-tandem accelerator. In the
FN accelerator, the negative carbon is accelerated toward a positive charge in the middle of the
accelerator. In the middle of the accelerator, the beam goes through foils to strip electrons from
the carbon so the carbon is in a positive charge state. The positive carbon is accelerated again as
it is repelled away from the positive terminal. The desired charge state of positive 3 is selected
using another magnet. Then the beam passes through a Wein filter to select the desired velocity.
The beam is then directed into the detector. This detector is a parallel grid avalanche counter
(PGAC) which measures the x-position of an ion passing through the detector. The location of
an event measured by the PGAC is used to determine whether the event is from 14C. The
location of counts per two seconds intervals are recorded and then analyzed after the run.
Results
Two cathodes per sample were graphitized and measured using AMS. The primary data
is 14C counts per time on the PGAC and 12C particle current per time which is used to calculate
the amount of 12C in the sample. The measured current was very noisy and was cleaned. An
example of the current from one of the measurements of the museum #5 sample is pictured on
the right. The black line is the measured current. The red line is the current used in calculations,
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which is the best representation of the current
behavior during the runs as verified by offline runs.
The machine and samples are calibrated
using standards of oxalic acid that were graphitized.
This also accounts for the transmission factor of the
beam through the machine at different times of the
run because the standards were measured
periodically and the unknowns were corrected using

Measured current (black) compared to cleaned
current (red)

the two standards measured before and after the unknown. Following is a table and a diagram of
14

C/12C ratios found using the cleaned current. The ratio was determined by two processes which

have similar results. The first process, labeled “time-averaged,” was calculated by dividing the
14

C in two seconds by the 12C counts from the current in those two seconds and then averaging

across the time of the run. The second process, labeled “run-averaged,” was calculated by
dividing the total 14C counts by the total current during the run.
These concentrations were then corrected for ion fractionation due to the different mass
ratios of 14C and 12C. The corrected concentrations were then plugged into OxCal, a tool created
by Oxford to calculate the age
of a sample. The dates include
several age ranges and the
percent of likelihood for the
sample to be from that time
period. Below is a table of data
from the OxCal calculations.
14

C/12C calculated ratios comparing the two methods of averaging counts in a run series on once cathode.
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Graphitization
Date

Sample

Run-Averaged
%
Likelihood

Museum #1

Museum #2

Museum #5

Age Range

95.4

848BC - 1085AD

95.4

866BC - 1067AD

28-Jun-17

79.5

Prior-1893

79.5

prior - 1893

15.9

1906 – 1954

15.9

1906 - 1954

32

1664 – 1787

34.5

1664 - 1787

48

1791 – 1958

50.8

1790 - 1958

15.4

1987 – Present

10.1

1990 - present

35.1

1664 – 1788

34.9

1664 - 1788

51.1

1789 – 1958

50.8

1789 - 1958

2-Jul-17

9.2

Museum #4

%Likelihood

6-Jul-17

29-Jun-17

Museum #3

Age Range

Time Averaged

8-Jul-17

1990 – Present

9.7

1990 - present

16.9

1957-1962

16

1957 - 1962

78.5

1979 – 2006

79.2

1979 - 2007

0.2

2008 - 2008

8-Jul-17

95.4

1882 BC - 265 AD

95.4

1914BC - 232AD

30-Jun-17

95.4

1199BC - 914AD

95.4

1151BC - 964

10-Jul-17

95.4

prior – 1655

95.4

prior - 1655AD

1-Jul-17

43.2

prior – 1669

54.5

prior - 1666AD

38.8

1781 – 1798

40.9

1783 - 1796

13.5

1945 – 1951

4.2

1681 – 1738

3.6

1681 - 1738

0.2

1745 – 1748

0.4

1755 - 1762

0.7

1750 – 1763

10.2

1802 – 1938

8.8

1803 - 1937

12.5

1802 – 1938

13.3

1952 - 1962

67.6

1976 – present

69.4

1976 - present

95.4

1262 – 1261

95.4

2241BC - 477BC

13-Jul-17

26-Jun-17

Conclusion
There are very large age ranges for many of the samples, especially once different
cathodes of the same sample are cross-referenced. For example, the first cathode for museum #1
has a date range of 848BC – 1085AD while the second cathode has date ranges of any time
before 1893 and 1906—1954. Museum #2 has the best correspondence between cathodes with
the date ranges differing by a couple of years. The age ranges are so vast because of an
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undesirably large error for the counts. These cathodes will be remeasured by the AMS group to
identify any potential sources for these differences.
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Abstract
Electronic bands and bandgaps play a pivotal role in the electronic properties of a material. The
ability to finely adjust the size and position of these phenomena could go a long way toward
creating customizable LEDs, solar cells, and other circuitry. Our research dealt primarily with
simulating the effects of mechanical strain on the formation of bandgaps in a variety of 1D and
2D arrangements of atoms. The goal was to find a realistic way to strain a material such that we
could tune the bandgap to a desired size. Attempts we made to apply simple overall strain to a
2D lattice of atoms yielded behavior that approached a 1D system. Bandgaps in both 1D and 2D
systems can be directly tuned with more complex strain, but implementation of these effects in
any real-world device seems difficult.

Introduction
Manipulation of electronic bandgaps has typically been achieved through a complicated process
of growing and doping semiconductor crystals in a very complex fashion. As evidence of just
how difficult this can be, the Nobel Prize in physics in 2014 was given to three Japanese
scientists, Akasaki, Amano and Nakamura, for creating the first blue LED [1]. This meant that
LED sources of white light, which are longer lasting and much more efficient than both
incandescent and fluorescent lights, could finally be made—a significant feat which has helped
to reduce consumption of natural resources and brought effective lighting to off-grid areas with
limited electricity access.
Rather than mixing together very specific semiconductor crystals to produce a particular
wavelength of light, our research aims to provide a basis for tunable LEDs which could
potentially give off any range of colors. In a case similar to ours, a team of scientists at several
universities collaborated to publish a paper in Advanced Materials describing the straining of
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both natural and artificial concentrically-layered fibers. They found that they could directly
manipulate the photonic bandgap of the fibers through strain thanks to Bragg’s law, ݊ߣ ൌ
ʹ݀  ߠ [2]. Strain directly impacts ݀, and therefore the primary color of light being reflected
from the substance at a given angle of observation, ߠ. We attempt to utilize similar strain tactics
in simulated structures to manipulate the electronic bandgap as opposed to the photonic bandgap.

Theory
Basic atomic theory teaches us that electrons fall into discrete orbitals around atomic nuclei. As
many atoms are brought together, the energies of electrons occupying each orbital don’t
necessarily align. Instead, they spread out to form nearly continuous bands of allowed energies
centered around the original orbital energy. This is shown in Figure 1.

[3]
Figure 1: As n, the number of atoms, increases, orbitals blend together into nearly continuous bands. Depending on the relative
position of these bands along the energy (E) axis, and their position relative to the fermi energy, we can wind up with a
conductor, a semiconductor, or an insulator. These are marked by an overlap, small gap, or large gap between bands
respectively.

Tight binding theory provides a means for understanding the formation of these bands [4]. As
atoms are brought closer together, we model each nuclei’s “pull” on electrons as a potential well
of a certain energy ܧ, and the strength of the bonds between each atom with a bonding term, ݐ.
These two general terms are all we need to assemble a Hamiltonian that describes any given 1D
or 2D system of interest to us. The potential energy terms representing each atom run along the
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main diagonal such that each term has both a unique row (i) and column (j). The bonding term,
ݐ, representing the bond between the atom in row i and the atom in column j is then placed in
position (i,j) and position (j,i). In our case, we only consider bonding between nearest neighbors.
The eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian represent the allowed energies. Since these energies are
not necessarily evenly spaced, a histogram of the energies can be made to represent the density
of allowed energies, also known as the density of states (DOS). It is through this plot of the DOS
that we can identify bands and bandgaps. In our case, we produced continuous histograms by
summing a series of Lorentzian curves of a relatively narrow width centered at each allowed
energy. Figure 2 shows an example of a simple arrangement of atoms and its corresponding
Hamiltonian. For larger systems, this process remains the same and winds up producing very
large Hamiltonians. We used MATLAB for diagonalization.

a)

b)

 t1
t 1 
ൌ൦
0 2
t4 0

0 t4
2 0
൪
 t 3
t 3 

Figure 2: a) A basic 2D structure. The E terms represent the “depth” of the potential wells which in turn represent atoms. The t
terms represent the bonding strength. ‘a’ represents the distance between atoms, which is held constant. b) The Hamiltonian
describing the system in ‘a)’. The bonding term for the potential in row i and the potential in column j is found at position (i,j)
and (j,i). Typical values for E’s are 0 and 1, and typical values for bonds are -1 and -2. Units are arbitrary.

Two further options for studying the systems in question were considered but didn’t have
time to develop. One was the use of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in conjunction with
carbon monoxide (CO) molecules on a copper surface (Cu (111)) to create artificial versions of
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the structures we are simulating with the previous method. The STM could then directly measure
the DOS at any given position in the material. The second is the use of multiple scattering theory
to replicate the functionality of the STM within MATLAB. In the former case, due to time
constraints, the STM hasn’t yet been used directly for this study. In the latter case, the model
wasn’t studied enough to provide useful commentary on the results of the tight binding method.
In all structures we studied, we started with a unit cell and then repeated that cell as many
times as reasonable for the computational power we had at our disposal. In the 1D case, our unit
cells consist of three potentials and two bonds. To form the full structure, each cell is placed
immediately next to the former with the outside potentials overlapping. See the top of Figures 3
and 4 for an illustration of this translational symmetry. In the 2D case, this same idea is used,
except the unit cell is any square connecting four potentials with one in the middle rotated at 45
degrees relative to the horizontal as seen in the top right of Figure 6 and Figure 5a.

Results and Discussion
In 1D, the structure and DOS of a homogenous string of atoms and bonds is shown in Figure 3.
Peaks exist right at the highest and lowest allowed energies with a minimum in the middle.
Stretching a string of atoms results in a retention of the same shape but with a smaller range of
allowed energies (the range of  ܧis roughly proportional to Ͷ )ݐand relatively less extreme
variance between the peaks and the minimum in the middle. Compressing produces the opposite
effect. A bandgap doesn’t open in either case.
In order to open a gap, we must alternate either the bond strengths or the potential strengths
as shown in Figure 4a and 4b respectively. The former opens a gap directly in the middle with a
size of two times the difference in the bond strengths. The latter opens a gap with edges at the
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energy corresponding to the energies of the potentials (i.e. bandgap edges at  ܧൌ Ͳ and  ܧൌ ͳ if
one potential is zero and the other is one, but note that the units are arbitrary). In both cases, the
edges of the gap form peaks as if the states that were formerly in the gap were shoveled up and
piled up on either side.

Figure 3: Illustration and DOS for a line of identical atoms and bonds. The circles represent atoms, and the lines represent
bonds. This illustration is only an excerpt of a much longer line. The DOS forms a single band; note the "U" shape. The
potentials were all 0, and the bonding terms were all -1. E is in units of t.

a)

b)

Figure 4: a) Illustration of the lattice and DOS for the case of alternating bonds. The potentials were all 0 and the bonds
alternated between -1 and -2. b) Illustration of the lattice and DOS for the case of alternating potentials. The potentials
alternated between 0 and 1 while the bonds were all -1. In both images, the circles represent the potentials, and the lines
represent the bonds. Colors reflect the alternating patterns used. E is in units of t. Bands and bandgaps are labeled.

In 2D, the DOS of a homogenous square lattice is a peak shown in Figure 5a. In this case,
stretching the lattice along one axis causes the peak to split as shown in Figure 5b. In the middle,
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a valley forms, and the entire shape of the DOS begins to approach the shape of the 1D case as
seen in Figure 3. This makes sense since the bonds being stretched will tend to weaken, and, in
the extreme case, go to zero, causing the entire lattice to resemble a series of 1D strings of atoms.
Similar to the 1D case, the range of  ܧis roughly proportional to ͺݐ, meaning that stretching
again causes a smaller range of ’ܧs while compressing does the opposite.

a)

b)

Figure 5: a) Illustration of the lattice and DOS for the case of a homogenous square lattice. The potentials were all 0 and the
bonds were all -1. The DOS forms a peak about E=0. b) Illustration of the lattice and DOS for the case of a stretched square
lattice. The potentials were all 0 while the horizontal bonds were -2 and the vertical bonds were -1. The “U” shape
characteristic of a 1D system begins to form about E=0. In both images, the circles represent the potentials, and the lines
represent the bonds. Colors in ‘b)’ represent variation in magnitude. The little bumps are due to small gaps between the tips of
the Lorentzian distributions used to form the histogram.

a)

b)

Figure 6: a) Illustration of the lattice and DOS for the case of a square lattice with alternating bonds. The potentials were all 0
and the bonds alternated between -1 and -2 along the horizontal and remained -1 along the vertical. b) Illustration of the lattice
and DOS for the case of alternating potentials. The potentials alternated between 0 and 1 and the bonds are all -1. In both
images, the circles represent the potentials, and the lines represent the bonds. Colors represent variation in magnitude. A
bandgap is opened in both DOS plots.
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Once again, to open a gap, we must alternate either the bond strengths or the potential
strengths. In 2D, it is slightly more complicated since there are more ways to achieve alternating
translational symmetry. The only way to make it work is to alternate along both axes as shown in
Figure 6. Again, the peak splits, but the valley in the middle goes to zero. The position and size
of the gap is identical to the 1D case, as is the effect wherein peaks are observed immediately on
the edges of the gap.
As previously mentioned, there are many more combinations of strains in the 2D case.
However, all other combinations that I observed led only to small variations in the same general
peak structure. It remains possible that there are more ways to open a gap, but they either didn’t
merit mentioning or went unobserved in the course of this study.
Finally, in both the 1D and 2D cases, we observe that the effects of altering the potentials and
the bonds at the same time results in independent behaviors that superimpose without interacting
in any significant way. Figure 7 illustrates this in the 2D case.

Figure 7: Illustration of the lattice and DOS for the case of a stretched square lattice with alternating potentials. The potentials
alternated between 0 and 1. The vertical bonds were -1 while the horizontal bonds were -2. The circles represent the potentials,
and the lines represent the bonds. Colors represent variation in magnitude.
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Conclusion
Control of bandgaps provides a promising way of tuning diode behavior for implementation
in many different applications. Unfortunately, in both the 1D case and the 2D case, we see that
we are unable to form or manipulate bandgaps through overall strain of a material. However, if
we are able to come up with a method of manipulating bond strengths on a per-atom basis that
doesn’t involve merely changing the bond type (i.e. single bond vs double bond), we can form
and manipulate a bandgap proportional to twice the difference in energy between the two bonds.
This seems difficult, but remains a possible route for future study. One specific idea is to
investigate whether manipulation of larger collections of atoms (as opposed to single atoms)
could lead to the same effect while being more practical.
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2.2 Coordinate system
%%((.+,&)%,+"'-!(+&(-!"'"%&4'0.,+.$+&!"'-(&,.+
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3.1 Strain effect
" .+ F ,!(0, -!  ,)-+ (,+/ "'  CD'&#  #  <1MB7BJ= "%&7 ,(''
(.+,-&.!,-+(' +"%"'-!>BBC?"+-"('-!'"'%%"':)%'"+-"(',7!+,('
!"' -!", ", -!- #  #  "%& 1)+"' (&)+,,"/ ,-+"'4 -! "+-"(' (
& '-"3-"('<"77,21",=",$)-"':)%'7(-"-!--!+,(''(.+,-"+'-"%
,-+' -! (+ >CCB? ' >CB?4 "'"-"'  -!- -!+8+ )!2,"% "+' -0' -!, -0(
' %,40--+".--!--(,&%%.-"'"-"':)%''",(-+()2"%7
" .+F,!(0,-!' .%+)''(-!,)-+"'-!CD'&#  #  <1MB7BJ=
"%&7!+,(''"%!,-0(:(%,2&&-+2"'-!'(+&%)%''(.+:(%,2&&-+2
"'-!,&)%)%'7
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3.2 Spin Wave Resonance
'"(+&+& '-""%,'1"-%(' :0/%' -!,)"'0/,"'-!"'++(& '-""%&,"
-! %-+(' ,)"', (' -! ,.+, ( -! "%& ", )"'' 2 ,.+ '",(-+()2 "'-+-"(',7
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',"%&7
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 Summary
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,"' ++(& '-"+,(''40+%-(+/%%(-(",-"'--.+,(4,.!,
& '-"'",(-+()2',)"'0/7 ',.&&+24!'-!"%&1)+"'(&)+,,"/,-+"'4
-!,21",","':)%'50!'-!"%&1)+"'-',"%,-+"'4-!& '-""%",(.-:(:
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.-(-!"'"--!"$',,(-!,&)%40(,+/%+,)"'0/," '%0!'-!& '-"
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